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Lay Grad under
discussion
An opinions writer shares
her opinion about additional
ceremonies for minority
groups.
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Arrest of UPS student shocks campus
By Linh Hoang

lhoang@ups.edu
Senior News Writer

The arrest of Dustin Miyakawa,
a 20 year old transfer student, has
caused UPS students and staff alike
to raise their eyebrows and pose the
question, "What is going on?"
Miyakawa pleaded not guilty to
the charges in court on Mar. 20.
Most people, especially those
who do not know Miyakawa personally, think that such an act is
"creepy," "appalling" and even
"disgusting." Yet those who know
him as a friend say that they are
"shocked" and couldn't believe it.
According to Tacoma police de-

Q

partment's public information officer Tracey
Conaway, Miyakawa was allegedly involved
in three incidents that had led to his arrest.
On Mar. 7, Miyakawa allegedly
walked into the girl's locker room at
Mason Middle School and told the
six or seven girls that he would give
them $500 if they talked to him.
The girls told him to leave, but
two of them went to talk to him
outside the locker room. Miyakawa
is alleged to have told the two girls
to go inside with him one at a time.
They agreed.
He is said to have allegedly enPHOTO COURTESY OF KOM04
tered a shower with one of the girls
Alleged shot of Miyaand offered her $500 if she would
kawa from Mason Middle make out with him
When the girl refused and tried to
School's security
leave, Miyakawa grabbed her arm.
camera.

Men's Baseball
defeats PLU

The second girl then pulled the curtain and
told him to get out. Miyakawa walked away.
Three days later, around 3 p.m. on Mar. 10,
Miyakawa allegedly approached a student
outside Wilson High School and offered her
$500 if she would talk to him. She ignored
him, went home and called the police.
After media reports of the incidents appeared
on Mar. 14, a senior at Wilson High School
told school officials that allegedly Miyakawa
also approached her in the school's locker
room on Mar. 10. and offered her money if she
would talk to him He walked away when she
told him to leave.
Police published a video clip, provided by
Mason Middle School, that had captured the
first incident and set an award of $1000 for
identification of the man in the tape.
Bonnie Ugland, wife of a Tacoma police
officer, notified the police when she saw a
SEE LURER PAGE 3
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Assistant News Editor
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Technology services.
The position still remains in its infancy,
blueken@ups.edu
having been created two years ago by ASSenior News Writer
UPS and filled by Alumnus Ted Meriam.
Altorfer filled the position last year, beHiring season is upon ASUPS, as the Exec- coming the youngest ASUPS director at the
utives have spent the past two weeks collect- University.
ing the group of people who they will work
There are certain advantages to previously
with in the coming year.
holding the position.
Already the Directors of Busi"The first three months of
ness Services, Public Relations
the position is mainly learnand Technology Services have
ing how the job works. Now I
been selected, much to the joy
know what to expect: the time
of juniors Carlie Meader and
preparation over the summer
Chrissy Dupuis and sophomore
and who I'll work with. I also
Ed Altorfer, who have been hired
have a clearer picture of how
for those positions, respectively.
things get done in ASUPS so
Yet the search isn't over. While
I can be more productive," Althe Directors have already been
toiler said.
selected, the ASUPS ProgramNot only does Altorfer almers and Media Heads applicaready know who to ask to
tions have until today before apcomplete work, but there isn't
plications are due.
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMOCIDO
any acclimation period.
Next week, a series of interThat means that the continuVan
Pham
took
his
place
as
views will be conducted for
ing problems that arrive from
ASUPS President Mar. 9.
those positions.
migrating various servers at
In the meantime, the Directors
OIS can be addressed quickly
will begin to settle into their poand efficiently.
sitions and learn the ropes of ASUPS.
Altorfer has other plans for the position.
Although uniquely, Altorfer will not need
"Budget permitting, we'd like to separate
to do that this year. Continuing his position the servers, which should solve some of the
from last year, Altorfer is still the Director of resource problems," Altorfer said.
SEE ASUPS PAGE 2
By Brandon Lueken

UPS students Jawanza Barial-Lumumba,
Jessica Bruce, Cameron Gibson, Rahul Madhavan, Christopher Jason, Joseph La Sac,
Tatiana Sahagun and Nicholas White spent
Mar. 23 through Mar. 26 in San Francisco,
Calif., playing the parts of delegates from
Sweden and New Zealand in a Model United
Nations conference.
UPS students and Sociology professor
Richard Anderson-Connolly attended the
conference, hosted by the University of
California at Berkeley at the San Francisco
Hilton, as part of the quarter-credit IPE 191
Model UN course.
Conferences such as this take place around
the world at high school and university levels.
Participants take on the role of ambassador to a specific UN committee, such as the
World Health Organization and the Security
Council.
Topics for each committee are selected and
researched prior to the conference. At the
conference, students debate the topics and
are responsible for negotiating with the other
student delegates in order to pass resolutions.
The resolutions are drafted during committee sessions and are papers which encourage
specific forms of international actions.
The conference hosted debates on a variety
of current international issues.
Topics debated by UPS students at Berkeley were as diverse as the rights of indigenous
peoples to the weaponization of space.
- Freshman Jawanza Barial-Lumumba represented New Zealand on the UN Development Programme.
"We discussed universal primary education and how different nations have different needs for education and needs expanding outside of education," Barial-Lumumba
said.
Despite this being the course's first MUN
competition, the students viewed their participation in the conference as successful.
"I liked the topics, and since New Zealand
is very developed, I was able to give positive
feedback and constructive advice," BarialLumumba said.
Sophomore Joe La Sac said he felt like he
"made the world a better place."
"There's nothing like spending a Saturday
morning negotiating outer space arms treaties with Model UN delegates," La Sac said.
"As the Swedish delegate, I drafted a resolution that got the U.S. and Russia to comply
with a progressive international missile policy to reduce non-strategic nuclear wetpons
SEE MODEL UN PAGE 4
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Currently, the web server and the the position with the most applifile server are on the same machine. cants.
Space is starting to run out, which
"This year we had a really comis responsible for some of the un- petitive applicant pool, especially
responsiveness and slowness of the for Business Services," ASUPS
server. Dividing the servers allows President Van Pham said.
two machines to do the job that is
Because ASUPS is in the midst
currently being done by one.
of creating its budget for next year,
ASUPS has also considered giv- Kell will stay on to oversee the
ing Altorfer an assistant, so that the completion of the process, while
many service jobs that he oversees, Meader shadows him to learn how
namely managing the computers the position works.
that ASUPS, the various medias and
"I'll be playing a minor role this
other parts of the school maintain, year in the budget process," Meader
can be conducted by a separate per- said.
son, allowing Altorfer to help guide
Come fall, Meader will be in full
and integrate technology more thor- swing, guiding the current adminoughly into the school.
istration and clubs around campus
"Technology happens in spurts. about the budget allocations and the
We've had our spurt this year, so precedents set by the budget in past
next year should be smoother," Al- years.
torfer said.
Chrissy Dupuis is looking to
Not only is the technology expect- shake things up as the new Director
ed to run smoother, but the budget of Public Relations.
side is presumed to work properly
Having been involved in ASUPS
as well.
as a media head and then as the JunTaking the position currently held ior Senator, Dupuis brings a lot of
by senior Travis Kell, Meader is the 6-kleas toTtlie table.
"I'd really like to change the renew Director for Business Services,
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Chelsea Howes sits at her newly acquired desk, hard at work. The current big project
in the ASUPS office is budgeting for the upcoming 2006 school year.
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Israeli elections bring new
centrist party to power

Israeli elections gave the most Parliamentary
seats to Kadima, a party founded by comatose
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon and led by acting
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert. Olmert is committed to continuing Israel's withdrawal from the
contested West Bank.

French take to the streets
in protest of new youth labor
law

After three weeks of strikes and demonstrations, protesters of a French labor law that allows
employers to dismiss young people without cause
within two years became violent early this week,
prompting the use of tear gas by police.

Ex-president of Liberia extradited after disappearance

Former Libenan president Charles G. Taylor
disappeared after the Nigerian government agreed
to surrender him to an international court, where
he would face charges for war crimes related to
his support for rebels in Sierra Leone. Taylor was
found in Nigeria and extradited back to Liberia.

Security Council considering
draft on Iranian nuclear program

The United Nations Security Council is considering the third draft statement urging Iran to suspend its nuclear programs, amidst Russian protests that the statement gives too much power to
the Security Council.

Former United States Secretary of Defense Dies

Reagan-era defense secretary Caspar Weinberger, best known for his roles in the "Star Wars"
program and Iran-Contra affair, died Mar. 26 at
age 88.
COMPILED BY TRAIL STAFF

• Brandon Lueken promotes toasted foccacia bread. It brings out the flavors!
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sponsibilities of the office. We're
not as utilized the way we could
be. We want to reach out to the students," Dupuis said.
Not only that, but ASUPS has
been looking critically at the sea
of paper that covers the sub every
day.
They'd like to revamp the poster
policy in Wheelock so that there is
less paper.
"We want to take control of the
TV above the cafeteria and turn it
into the premier advertising space,
possibly even allowing local businesses to advertise on the TV. Students should think of advertising
on the TV first and then think about
posters around the sub. Besides,
we're supposed to be sustainable,"
Dupuis said.
Other changes considered are the
size and type of paper used, where
posters are allowed and other logistics. Posters may adjust in size according the different buildings.
Additionally, the current Media
Heads and programmers depend
on one another, or themselves for
advertising, as opposed to the office, which is something Dupuis
believes should change.
"I want to bring back publicity to
the office," Dupuis said.
However, to institute such changes, the office is looking for an assistant director and a graphic designer.
Those interested are asked to email asuspdpr@ups.edu.
The positions soon to be filled are
the six media heads: The Tamanawas, Trail and Cross Currents' Editors in Chief, Praxis Imago, Photo
Services and KUPS General Managers and the seven Programmers:
Cultural Events, Popular Entertainment, Lectures, Special Events
(Homecoming), Campus Films,
Northwest Sounds and the Campus
Music Network. Applications are
available in the ASUPS office.
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Rat infestation in Wyatt causes temporary relocation
By Lan Nguyen

lnguyen@ups.edu
News Writer
When Professor Suzanne Holland came
back from Spring break, she was greeted
by an unlikely surprise in her office.
A dead rat stuck in her wall.
The Associate Professor of Religion
and Chair of the department said she noced a smell in her office a couple weeks
before Spring break, but the smell became especially strong after a week out
of the office and it was then that it was
assumed that there was a dead rat stuck
in either the ceilings or wall of her office, which is located on the first floor of
Wyatt.
"They've done everything — now they
have to tear down the walls," she said.
Holland recently relocated a couple
doors down from her office, in a room
adorned with a "Rat-Free" sign on the
door. Holland expects to stay in her temporary office for two to five weeks while
Facility Services knocks down the walls
of her office to remove the rat.
"We've had a rat problem in Wyatt for
a while. A lot of faculty members hear
them in the walls and there are traps all
over the ceilings," Holland said.
Although there have been sightings
throughout Wyatt, Holland said she believes that her situation is the worst
rodent-related incident. Holland also
doesn't think that there have been any
problems with rodents in the classrooms.

Holland speculates that because Wyatt
doesn't have window screens, rats could

be coming in through the windows.
Along with the fact that the building
doesn't have insulation in the walls and
has rooms with microwaves and refrigerators where faculty keeps their food, rats
naturally have an affinity for Wyatt.
But Holland said that Facility Services
has done a good job at controlling the rodent situation.
"Facility Services has been incredibly
helpful and very professional about tackling this job," Holland said.
Junior Stephen Somerville, a workstudy student for the History department,
also located on the first floor of Wyatt,
said that he's heard the mice while at
work.
"I've never seen them, but you can hear
them skitter around in the ceiling — especially later in the day when most of the
classes are over," Somerville said.
Somerville said he's noticed the problem since at least 2004.
"There have been rats in Wyatt for a
while. I guess it's just become worse and
more people have obviously noticed,"
Somerville said. "I was scared home from
work one time when something was being too noisy above the History office."
Manager of Facility Services James
Vance said that although there have been
sightings in Wyatt, it hasn't been reported to have significantly high numbers of
rodents.
"We live in a world with lots of other
critters, and mice just happen to be one of
them," Vance said. "Wyatt is no exception — it has the same problem the rest
of the buildings have. They are looking
for a place out of the weather and a for a
food source — they also come in because

Debate team sweeps competition
Safran and Anderson win two national titles

deliberative discourse via research and
argumentation.
thorn@ups.edu
The program also teaches students to
Vie News Writer
develop growing a knowledge base on
a variety of current and relevant world
After a successful year, members of the issues along with general humanitarian
UPS Forensics team brought home two topics.
national titles in Mar.
"To be prepared before tournaments,
The team consisted of seniors Josh An- we find out as much as we can about as
derson and Rachel Safran both of whom many issues in the news as possible," sowon the National Parliamentary Tourna- phomore Tanya Horlick said. "Although
S ment of Excellence (NPTE) and the Na- this information is key to winning debate
tional Parliamentary Debate Association rounds, I learn much more about strat(NPDA) national championship tourna- egy, logic, and effective argumentation
ments.
than any individual news issue. I've been
Anderson and Safran finished the year taught to think critically about each statewith a record of 105-8 and were ranked ment I hear, and can write better papers
first among more than 900 teams nation- and critically evaluate my peers' work
because of it."
I wide.
At the NPTE, Anderson and Safran deWith all this success, the 2005-06 parfeated Loyola Marymount University in liamentary program finished the season
the final round on the topic of the United rankings in third place. This proves to be
Nations' involvement with agricultural an impressive statistic.
subsidies.
As for Anderson and Safran, they are
In the final round at the NPDA, they currently considered one of the best
defeated UC Berkeley on a 7-2 deci- teams in history of parliamentary debate
sion. The topic for this debate centered
"Our team's success at both national
on United States' approaches to fine arts tournaments is an amazing accomplisheducation for indigenous peoples.
ment," Horlick said. "It's hard to comThe 2005-2006 UPS Forensics team municate how prestigious and exciting
sent three teams to the National Parlia- these honors are to people without a
mentary Tournament of Excellence and background in debate, or those not part
five teams to the National Parliamentary of the college debate community. WinDebate Association national tournament ning not one, but both nationals is comp at Oregon State University, where a team parable to winning any athletic national
composed of seniors Cassie Halladin and championship. It's huge, and I hope that
Tanya Horlick finished 33rd out of 280 Rachel and Josh receive the respect they
teams.
deserve for this accomplishment."
Two more teams will compete at the
Once a team qualifies, they try to surCross-Examination Debate Association vive preliminary debates. Winning two
national tournament in Dallas TX on national titles, as Anderson and Safran
30-April 5.
did, is comparable to winning two naI Mar.
The University of Puget Sound Foren- tional athletic competitions.
sics program, which began in 1922, com"I could not be more pleased with the
petes in parliamentary and policy style success of this team, "Associate Profesdebate.
sor of Communications Studies and DiIn policy debate, students debate one rector of Forensics, Derek Buescher said.
resolution for the entire year.
"I am fortunate to have a tremendous
In parliamentary debate, they debate a group of students and superb coaching
different resolution in each debate round. staff in Jon Howland and Kara Borden.
Parliamentary debate requires significant These students and coaches deserve their
breadth of knowledge and acumen in ar- success because each has invested a lot
gumentation theory.
of time and hard work to the craft."
The forensics program teaches students
Tara Horn once debated Chuck Norris and
won.
and participants to refine critical and analytical thinking skills, aiding them in
By Tara Horn

it's cold."
Vance said that the mild weather that
we've been having is an optimal climate
for rodents to procreate and Facility Services takes that into consideration when
determining their level of rodent control.
"The weather and the season affect the
birth rate. We do step up our efforts depending on our weather," Vance said.
But despite the time of year, Facility Services always looks into whatever
reports they receive about rodent sightings.
"We are investigating what's going on
in Wyatt, but it's really a food-related issue," Vance said. "It does come back to

a factor of if you don't feed them, they
do not come. People can help a lot if they
have food in their room or their office
that is kept in sealed containers."
Now that the weather is getting warmer, the rodent problems in buildings
shouldn't be increasing, since many of
them will be moving to the outdoors.
Despite the rodent situation in Wyatt,
Vance said there hasn't particularly been
an unnatural rodent increase this season.
But when fall comes, Vance anticipates
hearing from facilities about sustaining
rodent-free indoor environments.
Lan Nguyen has a special affinity with rats
after seeing the movie Willard.

Campus Crimes
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security
Services since Mar. 28, 2006:
Sometime in the early morning of Mar. 22, several cars were broken into on
campus. The vehicles were parked on Union Ave, the Wheelock lot, N. 18th
Street near the Chapel, and the parking lot at N. 18th and Lawrence Streets.
Personal belongings were taken from the vehicles. In two cases, the vehicle
registration and insurance information was taken.
A vehicle was also stolen from campus (Wheelock Center parking lot)
sometime on Mar. 22. The vehicle was recovered the same day at N. 13th and
Union Ave. Personal items were also taken from the vehicle.
On Mar. 27, Security contacted students in two campus residences for suspected violations of the University drug policy.
*Please contact Security (X3311) if you have information about any of the
incidents described above. It is important to report suspicious activity immediately to Security or Tacoma Police (911.) Students who live in the North quad
should not park or leave vehicles in the Library lot.

Correction of Miyakawa article in the
Mar. 24 issue of The Trail
In the News article "UPS student arrested," by Lan Nguyen, the summary and address of Miyakawa's online blog were not included in Nguyen's original article. The information on the blog, as well as the writer
tag, were added by another Trail Editor. Additionally, it should be noted
that The Trail's intent was to imply that all charges were still alleged
charges. The Trail was not trying to implicate Miyakawa for any
charges, only trying to inform the UPS Community of the issue.

Lurer
suspicious man outside her home Mar.
16, who allegedly turned out to be Miyakawa.
Miyakawa was arrested on Mar. 17
and is currently charged with two counts
of child luring, one count of kidnapping
and one count of burglary. According
to Conaway, burglary means being on
a property unlawfully and committing a
crime.
Miyakawa pleaded not guilty to the
charges in court on Mar. 20, and is currently being held on a $200,000 bail in
the Pierce County jail.
The tentative court hearing date is set
for May.
"I'm pleased that he was caught," Conaway said. "What he did could grow
into something much more serious, and
I hope that he will get all the help that
he needs."
Miyakawa is a spring transfer student
from a community college in Hawaii.
"UPS has always been his dream
school," a friend of Miyakawa who is
also a student at UPS, said.
According to three of Miyakawa's
UPS friends who attended the same high
school in Hawaii, Miyakawa was "quiet,
friendly, down to earth and passionate."
"During his first few weeks here, he
was really happy," said one friend who
wished to remain anonymous. "We hung
out quite a bit. He was always amazed at
how beautiful our campus is."
Miyakawa is a double major in Politics and Government and Art. According
to his friends, ceramics is particularly
his passion.
"He spent most of his time in the art
building, even between classes or during
lunch," said one friend who also wished
to remain anonymous.

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

According to his friends, most people
in Hawaii who knew Miyakawa were
shocked when they were informed of his
action.
"I was really shocked myself," one
friend said. "I wish I knew what was going on so that I could help him."
According to the three students, Miyakawa is skinny and small, as opposed to
the image of a 20 to 25 year old male
that the media has given him.
"I wouldn't say he's a 20 year old
man," one friend said. "He's more like a
15 year old high school kid to me."
The students said being friends with
Miyakawa has made it harder for them.
"People talk about him like they know
him," another anonymous friend said. "I
also heard that some classes even discussed the incidents. I would hate to be
in a class when people discussed this."
One friend expressed the concern
about possible stereotypes being made
about male students from Hawaii.
"It is rough for the guys from Hawaii on campus as well," another friend
said."People started making assumptions about 20 year old Asian UPS students, and I have to say the majority of
them come from Hawaii."
Miyakawa was allegedly reported to
have said to the police that he made a
mistake.
"Maybe he did make a mistake," one
friend said. "I don't know the whole
story and what was going on with him,
so I am not going to pass judgment. And
I think it's not very healthy talking and
making assumptions about things that
you don't really know for sure."
According to Conaway, Miyakawa has
no prior record in Tacoma.
Linh Hoang is from Vietnam and is wicked
cool.
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Mentor program hopes to ease transition for international students
Success of Korean exchange program sparked idea for mentorship program
international students to participate in.
to acquire their input on the new program.
The mentors' job will be to e-mail students before
The task force also wanted to find out what kind of •
they arrive to answer any questions, as well as be avail- things they would have wanted to help adjust to life at
able to help read syllabi, buy a cell phone or explain UPS.
the postal system once the students arrive in Tacoma.
Junior Linh Hoang is a student from Vietnam who
Senior Becca Herman, in conjunction with the Office
"We lose a lot of people who quit along the way be- has been at UPS since the fall of 2005.
of International Programs, is working with a task force cause after Sept. 11, it is harder for students to get into
Hoang recognizes that there is no conventional into bring a mentorship program to UPS for visiting in- the U.S. to study," Herman said.
ternational student and that the number of students at
ternational students.
This new mentor program for UPS is not high, but she is eager to see the program
There are already programs
international students is meant to succeed.
at UPS that help support visit"The basic things like buying a cell ease the transition and to help in"The basic things like buying a cell phone and geting international students aca- phone and getting a ride the store are crease the number of international ting a ride the store are really hard at first," Hoang said.
demically, but this new program really hard at first. Having someone to students on campus.
"Having someone to help would have be a great thing
would help connect those stu- help would have be a great thing for the
UPS usually has three or four for- for the start of the semester."
dents to UPS students on campus start of the semester."
eign undergraduate students during
Hoang had been in the U.S. three years before atand get them involved early with
a school year, but if students had a tending UPS, so she did not feel overwhelmed by the
campus life.
—Linh Hoang connection to UPS before they ar- transition, but she recognized that other students might •
After attending a conferJunior rived, they might be more likely to need more help acclimatizing.
ence that gave her the idea last
persevere in their applications to
Hoang, who plans to apply to be a mentor herself,
fall, Herman approached Sally
hopes that the program will be successful when it is
study abroad.
Sprenger, International Student Coordinator, to discuss
While Herman got the idea for the program from the instituted next year.
the possibility of pairing incoming international stu- conference she attended, the success of the program
"It will add something that will attract international
dents with UPS students in order to,ljelp the interna- that paired UPS students with the visiting Korean stu- students to UPS and it will benefit both the international students acclimatize to lite in fife United. States.
dents'earlier in the semester showed her what kind of tional students and their UPS mentors," Hoang said.
UPS students chosen from among the applicants will programming was possible.
• Rachel Gross would like to show international students the
be mentors partnered with international students or
seismograph in Thompson Hall.
The task force that planning the program e-mailed
they will be programmers that develop activities for international students that are currently attending UPS
By Rachel Gross
rgross@ups.edu
News Writer

•

Model UN

stockpiles. And it passed!"
The conference also was an opportunity for students
to socialize with delegates from other schools.
Organizers rented a local club for a Saturday night
"delegate soiree."
"There proved to be a perfect balance struck between
the sociable context of the conference and the development of intellectual skills involving debate and knowledge of the topics," sophomore Rahul Madhavan said.
This is the first semester the course has been offered
at UPS, though junior Chris Jason formed the ASUPS
Model UN club in fall 2004 after participating in MUN
competitions in high school.
Last Feb., the club attended the Douglas College International Model United Nations conference in Vancouver, British Columbia.
Jason expressed excitement about how far the organization has come.
"I just started it last year, and now we're in San Francisco," Jason said. He added that he hopes the organization "spreads like wildfire" across the UPS campus.

Jessica Bruce thinks New Zealand should change its name
to "the Great Kiwi in the Pacific."

•

•
,

MEDICAL SCHOOL AND VETERINARY SCHOOL
OPEN HOUSE PRESENTATION
Seattle, WA
Aprit 11.2006
Hotel Monaco
Time: 6:30 – 8:00 pm

CALL OR REGISTER ONLINE
1 (84)0) 899-6337 DM 280 WWW.SGUIDU/OPENHOUSE

St. George's thivasity
THINK BEYOND

0 2006 St George's University

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Some schools pay for conference attendance with institutional grants.
Others, such as the University of Pennsylvania, raise
money to send delegations to conferences by hosting conferences
like spending a of their own.
Anderson-Connolly said he
negotiating outer
with Model UN hopes the Berkeley conference
will become an annual tradition
—Joe La Sac for the MUN program at UPS.
The organization is also conSophomore
sidering hosting or co-hosting a
competition at UPS in the future
and is looking at attending other
conferences in the region.
"I cannot wait until the next conference, and I highly
recommend becoming involved in the Model UN program," Madhavan said.

•

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
VISIT OUR OPEN HOUSE AND
DISCOVER WHAT A GLOBAI
MEDICAL EDUCATION CAN DO
FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.

In weekly class meetings, the students discussed and
practiced parliamentary procedures used in conferences, rehearsed speeches and wrote papers stating their
countries' positions on the debate
topics.
"I wanted to participate because
"There's nothing
I had done a high school version Saturday morning
of MUN through Berkeley, and space arms treaties
I've done model legislature, so I delegates."
felt prepared," Barial-Lumumba
said. "I wanted to see what this
program had to offer, and I felt it
would be a good way to practice
public speaking."
One problem the course encountered was securing
funding for the trip.
As an academic credit course, it did not receive
ASUPS funding.
This meant that students were responsible for covering all of their meals as well as transportation to the
event.

Grenada and St. Vincent, West Indies

•
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Hunting the moderate sasquatch
Opinions writer questions the political beliefs of today's moderates
members of the popular Facebook club, Republicans
Suck, seven are self-declared political "moderates."
Now, that may not seem like many, not even 10 percent
of the entire fake organization's membership. However
it is important to keep in mind this is a highly partisan
With midterm congressional races Facebook club, which, assuming Berger's definition
still roughly eight months away, of "moderate" is correct, means that these are seven
along with 98 members of the State examples of "moderates" who are blatantly acting conHouse of Representatives up for re- trary to their title.
election, the political pundits and
Contrasting Republicans Suck with another group,
would-be-candidates have already begun degrading Conservative Warriors, a Facebook club that recruits
themselves and their opponents by throwing around members with such statements as "If you can't stand
those confusing ideological labels such as, "liberal," liberalism on this campus, join this group," I found that
"communitarian" and — my personal favorite — "mod- four of the group's current 44 members paradoxically
erate."
also described themselves as "Moderates" too.
"Moderate" — along with its synonymous cousins
Frustrated, angry, confused, slightly horny from hav"centrist"
and
"mainstreamer"
—
is
the
proverbial
Caing
browsed through so many of our moderates' risS dillac of political labels; every candidate, running for
qué profiles — I decided to stop investigating, and start
any public office, on either party's ticket, is presently asking these people directly what it means to be "modscrambling to acquire the title.
erate.'
Among them stands Dave Reichert, R-Auburn, who
Unfortunately, most dodged the question, while othwas recently named by National Journal as one of the ers resorted to the same universal ambiguities Berger
"most centrist members of Congress."
suggested Liberals start focusing on. Although one
Commenting on the NJ's report, Reichert supporter UPS student did inform me that, for her, being a ModS George Howland Jr. declared, "Reichert came out with erate means "I would vote for a Democrat if I didn't
a 45 percent liberal, 55 percent conservative rating believe he was lying."
overall. Having an independent source like National
So finally, after having spent hours researching the
Journal describe him as a raging moderate is pure gold subject, I was forced to come to the conclusion that I
for Reichert's re-election."
had sadly suspected all along:
Now, while I've heard such
Frustrated, angry, confused, slightly "Moderates" are political sasterms as "flaming liberal" and horny from having browsed through so quatches !
"stalwart conservative," I can't many of our Moderates' risque profiles
They're mythical legends that
say I've ever heard of, or can — I decided to stop investigating, and start though millions of people swear
imagine the existence of, such a asking these people directly what it means by, lack even the minutest traces
thing as a "raging moderate."
to be "moderate."
of tangible evidence to add creYet, giving Reichert's fellow
dence to the possibility of their
"hardcore moderates" the benexistence. In short, a "moderefit of the doubt, I decided I'd investigate what it really ate" is always one of the following: a closet conservameans to be a "moderate" and who exactly qualifies for tive, a cowardly liberal, a voter who is confused by such
the distinction.
terms as "libertarian" or "communitarian" or someone
In his recent article "Purple People Eaters," Seattle who simply doesn't care.
Weekly columnist Knute Berger implied that to be poBut in all fairness, I suppose most so-called "moderlitically "moderate" means to be geographically associ- ates" do truly believe that they are Centrists — that they
ated with a suburban/exurban environment.
do avoid radicalism or partisanship in favor of a "fair
"The key to making progress in the greater Seattle and balanced" political perception. Unfortunately, the
suburbs — and picking up a district like the eight — is reality of that perception conjured in their heads is rarerecognizing that the democratic party is a mainstream ly in sync with their voting records, which inevitably
party, not a playpen of urban fringe," Berger said.
sorts them into one of many political subcategories and
Later, Berger went on to claim that moderates sup- ultimately into either the liberal or conservative camp.
port a "pro-family and pro-business agenda," and that
I do agree that there are differing attitudes and vary"Many suburban (Berger's euphemism for "moderate") ing degrees of enthusiasm within established ideologivoters don't care about party-they want results."
cal groups. But political moderates do not exist in the
Thus, having armed myself with Berger's generic "centrist" sense they try to cultivate. Despite what they
platitudes, generalizations and vagaries, I decided to may say, they are not objective voters lost in a state of
see how they might apply to the moderate-body-politic ideological limbo.
that is the UPS campus.
I challenge anyone who feels otherwise to write a
Though there is no way to fully know how many mod- Letter to the Editor, or better yet, go to ASUPS and
erates our campus has, 354 UPS students categorize form a campus organization called "The Young Raging
themselves as "moderate" on their Facebook accounts. Moderates.' Until then, I encourage you all to vote for
Though I was skeptical at first, I soon realized that in- unapologetic liberals or Bible thumping conservatives.
deed all of them are pro-family and pro-business.
They may be extremists, but at least they actually exEven more astounding, I soon discovered that so too ist.
are all of UPS: liberals, conservatives, libertarians,
Chris Van Vechtan has found his calling as a facebook
communitarians and even its unregistered apathetic
stalker, and he plans to be at his computer, looking for possible new members for quite- some time.
voters.
With regard to partisanship, however, I found several interesting contradictions. For example, of the 79
•

By Chris Van Vechten
reb091284@aol.com
Opinions Copy Editor

OPEN-ENDED
FORUM

How

DO YOU FEEL
ABOUT THE MEDIA'S
COVERAGE OF THE
CAPITOL HILL MURDER/
SUICIDE?
Beth Demander, junior
"It's disturbing that such a brutal crime could happen so close to
where we go to school and where
we're supposed to feel safe."

•

Suzanne Holland, Religion Department Chair
, hit makes me wonder why parents
'let their underage kids stay out all
night or go to raves. It really makes
me wonder what makes that okay. "

•

John Hickey, Associate VP for
Business Services
"It's difficult to understand what
would drive somebody to do something like that. It triggers the need
for us to figure out how we can
prevent people from responding to
problems that way."

•

Lauren Matsunaga, senior
"I think it's tragic, but it just goes
to show you never know a person's
intentions, despite their outward
appearance.

V is for vegetarian vendetta

I tried to walk away, but the asi'l
By Russell Howe occurred — a blast of anger and filth
rhowe@ups.edu exploded in my face like a cherry sault continued. Again and again
stuffed in my little sister's the chalk writing reminded me that
Opinions Writer bomb
teddy bear.
every step I took killed hundreds of
Large
angry
writing
on
the
walkanimals. By the timel arrived at the
I would like way proSUB, I had
to report an as- claimed the
reached
a
I
walked
out
the
doors
in
my
usual
mansault.
death
of
hunner,
eyes
fixed
firmly
on
the
ground
so
I
conclusion:
It was a bold dreds of ani- wouldn't have to say "hi" to anyone (oh, somewhere
and daring at- mals
every that's why nobody likes me), when the as- on this
tack, occurring last week at the heart second,
each sault occurred — a blast of anger and filth campus is a
of our campus in broad daylight. I word writhing
exploded in my face like a cherry bomb really angry
was doing nothing to invite such ag- with the in- stuffed in my little sister's teddy bear.
Vegetarian
gression; I was merely walking out sinuation that I
who I will
of the library after several hours of was the killer.
give the pohalf-hearted studying and checking
I was horrified. In what kind of litically neutral nickname "Super
my empty e-mail box every 30 sec- society
innocent students like Crazy."
onds. (Why does nobody like me?) myself, are
and anyone else using the
Super Crazy obviously has both
I walked out the doors in my library, subjected
to
accusations
of
too
much time and too much chalk:
usual manner, eyes fixed firmly on murder and bestiality? (Bestiality a dangerous
combination.
the ground so I wouldn't have to wasn't mentioned specifically, but
The
excessiveness
of this vegetarsay "hi" to anyone (oh, that's why that's how I would imagine these ian campaign is almost
laughable
nobody likes me), when the assault animals are being killed.)
(okay, it's actually very laughable),
SEE VENDETTA PAGE 7

Editorial Policy: Columns do not necessarily
represent the opinions of The Trail. The Trail
encourages all readers to respond to all articles
or important issues by writing a letter to the Editor. Columns and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion of the Editorial
Board. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any
letter that is submitted for publication. Letters
must be signed with a full name and contact information and are due no later than 5 p.m. on
Mondays. Letters may be mailed to trailops@
ups.edu or delivered through the mail to CMB
1095.
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Darfur genocide calls
for promptDoherty
solution

Looks like the Wyatt rats
have eaten some of the
President Pierce Painting..

BySeth.

sdoherty@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
After the death of over 200,000
people, the United Nations finally
plans to intervene in the situation in
Darfur, Sudan. Recently, the African Union formally agreed to transfer control of the peace-keeping mission in Sudan over
to the United Nations by this fall. Yet, I am afraid this
is too little too late.
With violence continuing and even spreading to
neighboring Chad (the Janjaweed violating state sovereignty along their path of genocide), it is imperative
that those nations capable of providing the necessary
material or diplomatic aid finally put an end to these
mass killings immediately. How many more will die
between now and when the United Nations takes over
the peacekeeping operations?
The A.U. is currently only capable of providing
7,000 peacekeeping troops in Sudan. That is approxi-;
mately 1/20th of the troops the United States currentlyhas in Iraq. Many of these troops remain in southern
Sudan, where peace accords ended civil war just 14
months ago, making stability in the region tentative at
best. Thus for all practical purposes, the A.U. has even
fewer U.N. troops available to engage in peacekeeping in Darfur. Though these troops have done their
best to accomplish their mission, they simply lack the
capacity and funds to stop the violence. As the violence spilled over into Chad, the government of Chad
responded by sending available troops. These troops
were outnumbered by the Janjaweed and therefore, unable to intervene effectively.
The lack of progress-limited troops is highlighted
in a report to the U.N. Security Council presented on
Mar. 21 by the U. N. special convoy to Sudan. It was
noted that the killings and rapes continue and receive
support from the Sudanese government in Khartoum.
According to a U.N. official and member of the convoy, Jan Pronk, "In South Darfur, militia continue to
cleanse village after village. The government has not
disarmed them. On the contrary, A.U. commanders on
the ground openly speak about continued support to
militia by forces allied to the government."
The Sudanese government has said it will not allow
the U.N. to send troops to Sudan until the peace agreement currently under discussion in Nigeria is settled.
Pronk suggested that until that time comes when the
U.N. can send troops, the A.U. troops need material
support from the West, mostly in the form of technology. Then the A.U. can better observe actions of the
janjaweed, and consequently intervene effectively.
Yet some, such as Sudanese activist Mudawi Ibrahim
Adam, suggest that simply more material aid will not
better the situation significantly. Mudawi is calling for
more representative peace talks than those currently
going on in Nigeria. The current talks lack representatives of both the Janjaweed and the refugees. It will
take international effort, not just from the U.S., to create real, substantial talks to help mitigate the violence.
The international community has a moral obligation
to do what it can to avoid genocide. In a situation like
this one, there are things the international community
should do to try to create solutions to the problem.
Though hundreds of thousands are dead, the killings
will continue unabated unless the U.S. and U.N. intervene to end the violence in Darfur. The A.U. can
be aided and diplomacy can be used. Though none of
these solutions will create definite success, now is the
time for action. The international comihtitity must attempt whatever they can to make headway in Darfur.
If this is done, the world might just fulfil its too often
broken, post-Holocaust promise of "never again."
Seth Doherty knows what needs to happen overseas, and
he is probably our most likely candidate for the next presidential race because he actually understands the issues

We encourage faculty
editorials! Write to us:
trailops@ups.edu
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Rats love the
taste of evil

Why do you think
they only nibbled
out her heart?

PHIL MOORE

Lavender Graduation celebrates
division, not diversity at UPS
love. And this is where my problem originates.
Look at how much we base off of whom we sleep
wmackman@ups.edu
with. There is a general lack of love in our world and
Opinions Co-Editor
I don't think we should discriminate against any form
of it.
While having the inevitable talk
The only reason we need these events is because of
with the parental units about gradu- society's need to categorize under the constant fear of
ation week, I noticed two additional "the other." This makes issues like race and sexuality
"celebrations" that infuriated me. way more important than they need to be; thus causThe Commencement 2006 Newsing, either directly or indiletter anrectly, race and/or sexuality to
nounced, among a multitude
be a primary identity for some
of events, two UPS traditions:
people.
Lavender Graduation and
Sexuality cannot and should
Graduates of Color Celebranot be the most distinguishtion.
ing trait of an individual. It
Do you feel as though
At first my rage was speshould not be the first thing
cifically targeted towards Lay
that
comes to mind when you
additional ceremonies such
Grad, an all-inclusive celebrathink of a certain someone.
tion of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
as Lay Grad are necessary?
But when you are always
and Transgender students and
fighting, always feeling differtheir allies.
ent and out of place, you can
However, after extensive
Heck no
we're all "equal" at this
either retreat into a hole of dediscussions, I realized that my
nial or find new strength and
University.
anger is towards people and
pride in the very thing that has
societies that desire such cerHeck yes! Where else do we
cast you outside of "normal."
emonies.
That then becomes the focus
celebrate diversity?
I've been involved with the
of your identity and no longer
Diversity Center and countless
just one more detail of all your
I totally don't even give a s**t.
diversity awareness projects
aspects.
Wait, what is Lay Grad again?
since my freshman year. I fulYour LGBT status should
ly support celebrating our acbe just as significant as your
complishments with a variety
eye color in the long run, but
of ceremonies. I'm all for it.
when we obsess over sex and
Visit
asupus.ups.edu
Hell, as a "bisexual," I should
sexuality, it's hard not to give
even be at Lay Grad.
trail to vote!
importance to something we
But I don't agree with it becan't shut up about.
cause sometimes, all the groups
And then, because somewe form to celebrate our dithing so personal and private
versity only further separate us
is forced into the public spotfrom one another. The cry for equality is often stifled light, we have to separate ourselves again in order to
when individuals retreat back into specific groups that feel safe. All of this aids in the creation of a situation so
are formed around race or sexual orientation.
threatening we must create ceremonies to honor those
There is a need for safe spaces, and much can be who overcome it.
said about communities that encourage individuals to
When I graduate, I want to celebrate all of me. It's
grow and thrive. Of course, it is spectacular that these not just the battle I have overcome in order to discover
ceremonies were created by students and supported by my orientation that gave me the strength to accomplish
alumni, students, faculty and staff.
all that I have. Every part of me contributed to my sucBut if we live in a society that is so accepting of these cesses and I find it inappropriate to honor my accomissues, is the ceremony still necessary? It might be ide- plishments as merely a LGBT student.
alistic, but why not start a revolution of a new society
I am a student. It's as simple as that. And I want to
that actually never makes distinctions based on race or graduate in a world where we don't have to celebrate
orientation?
overcoming hardships in regard to race or sexuality beIf we start living these ideals instead of just celebrat- cause that would not be a problem in the first place.
ing them, maybe the struggle to be an LGBT student I'm happy that we live in a community that supports
wouldn't be a struggle after all.
Lavender and Students of Color Graduates, but is this
What society doesn't seem to understand is that your type of celebration just one more step in the wrong disexuality is just a part of you — it's not everything rection?
about you. At least it shouldn't be. But if it is, it's most
Whitney Mackman does not want a separate graduation,
likely because you are living under circumstances in and will walk with the rest of the masses in May.
which you may be persecuted for whom you choose to

*

By Whitney Madman
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From the Sri liter Side: A racult,, Contribution
An inquiry

into th

lame to be placed on suspected sexual offenders

By Kirk Newring
knewring@ups.edu
Faculty Contributor
One of my former Psychology 101 students asked
me to write a column for The Trail. I had a nice little column prepared on the intersection of psychology
and civil liberties based on my experiences as a mental health professional working with sexual offenders
in psycholegal settings.
Yes, it was a thought-provoking and insightful
piece. That was before Spring Break. While many of
you spent your time in the sun, relaxing with friends,
or exploring Europe, one of our own was arrested.
According to the Tacoma News Tribune, "Pierce
County prosecutors Monday charged a man with luring, attempted child molestation and burglary in connection with two recent incidents in or near Tacoma
schools. Dustin Trey Miyakawa, 20, a University of
Puget Sound student, pleaded not guilty. He is being
held on $200,000 bail in the Pierce County Jail. He
was arrested Friday Mar. 17'h."
Mr. Miyakawa is facing charges of Luring, Burglary and Attempted Child Molestation — all felonies.
He has not been convicted of any of these offenses
and is viewed as innocent until convicted by a jury
of his peers. That jury trial is currently scheduled for
finals week.
My article on the civil rights of sexual offenders
became esoteric in an instant. My students know of
my professional experience working with sexual offenders. After class this week some my students approached me, not even sure of how to ask the questions that had been swirling.
Are they signs I should have seen? How should I
have known? Should I still be friends with him? What
do I tell my parents? What I am supposed to do? Some
students and the news people aren't even treating him
like a person anymore, like a thing.
I'm now writing to you what I told them. I reminded my students about the legal process — Mr. Miyakawa remains innocent — though the allegations are
troubling.

Masturbation can serve many functions — erogeAnd then I told them of a few of things I know
these are my opinions — and not those of UPS, nous stimulation feels nice, orgasms feel nice. Somethe Psychology Department, Board of Trustees, etc times masturbation can relieve stress. Ask yourself if
you've ever used masturbation as a form of emotional
just me.
Looking back on an event can lead to paralyzing regulation.
People do other things to manage their emotions.
guilt; after suicide, after fights and now we see it on
campus. We are each accountable for our own be- While you'd generally get in trouble for masturbating
haviors. Dr. Carla van Dam has a book coming out in front of people as a form of emotion management,
we have facilities not far from
soon on how to identify a sex
campus
you can (if old
offender. From what my stuAnd perhaps this is what we should enough),where
drink alcohol, smoke
dents have told me, it doesn't
be doing. Labeling someone as a per- tobacco and gamble. Each of
seem to fit here.
Mr. Miyakawa is responsible vert is lazy — though it does make it these activities has been used
for his arrest. Though reflec- easier than looking within ourselves as self-management for centution at such a time is natural, I and assessing our own values. Would ries. We use sex in the same
hope you can avoid recrimina- we react differently if a person were way.
trying to solve their problems though
So when people engage in
tion.
As for being friends and gambling, or marijuana, or alcohol? illegal sexual acts to manwhat to do ... this ends up Do your values tell you to hate the sin age their world, we often lose
sight of the individual and
being a personal decision for and love the sinner?
each and every one of us.
their world and focus on the
sexual act. Sex offender treatHuman sexuality is a multiply determined expression — many variables contrib- ment typically involves an extended exploration of
ute to how, when, why, and in what circumstances we the thoughts and feelings a person was experiencing
express ourselves sexually. There is some evidence before, during, and after the sexual act. That often
informs as to what problems the person was trying to
for genetic heritability influencing sexuality.
There is also evidence that experiences shape our solve with their sexuality. We then see what conflusexual expression. For the most part, each and every ence of emotions, interests and deficits led a person
one us is the direct result of a sexual act. We would to think that they had no alternatives but to offend.
not have the diversity of people, animals, flora and Then we see them as a person and not as an act.
fauna were it not for the countless sexual acts that led
And perhaps this is what we should be doing. Labeling someone as a pervert is lazy — though it does
to the world we have today.
As with other behaviors, some expressions of sexu- make it easier than looking within ourselves and asality appear anomalous, abnormal, aberrant or amoral. sessing our own values. Would we react differently
But rather than focus on the form of sexual expres- if a person were trying to solve their problems though
sion, I encouraged my students to see the expression gambling, marijuana or alcohol? Do your values tell
as an intended function.
you to hate the sin and love the sinner?
People use sex.
I didn't have the answers for my students when they
We use sex to sell products, or perhaps more accu- asked what to do, and I don't have the answers for
rately, the allure and implication of sex to sell prod- you. Your answers lie within yourselves. Mr. Miyaucts. We engage in many activities to increase the kawa's trial is pending. Based on what my students
opportunities we have for sexual activities — some have told me — so is ours.
Kirk Newring is a professor in the Psychology Departconsider dancing as a "dress rehearsal" for sex.
ment.
And people masturbate. A lot.

VENDETTA
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10% student discount when you mention
this ad!
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Furstenburg, Modern Amusement,
and much more!
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(okay, it's actually very
laughable), and ultimately
harms the vegetarian cause
in a number of ways.
First off, do these aggressive tactics actually
work? Did any meat-eaters really find it helpful
or beneficial to be called
"Lassie killer?"
If anything, the chalk
writing was designed to
anger those of us who eat
animals, not to save animals.
We all know that meat
comes from dead animals.
We aren't stupid.
The writing on the sidewalk wasn't really to inform anyone of anything;
it was just a way for some
Super Crazy to irritate
meat-eaters.
The pointlessness of this
attack is what irritates me
the most.
I could understand
the need for such a campaign in other circumstances, like students running around slaughtering
adopted puppies and mak-

CONT. FROM PAGE

ing jerky out of them, but
nothing like that is going
on here. (Well, at least not
anymore. Last night was a
one-time thing.)
In fact, UPS is quite
"veggie-friendly" with numerous vegetarian dishes
served at the cafeteria.
And yet Super Crazy is
still running around with
a piece of chalk writing
about dead animals and
what not.
Low blow. Luckily, I've
never been afraid to sink
lower than my opponents
and have no problem fashioning a suitably immature yet extremely melodramatic response.
I would like to stress
that in actuality I have no
problems with vegetarians; in fact I fully support
that lifestyle. But I was
attacked people, and I feel
compelled to lash out in
angry self-defense in a letter to Super Crazy (right).
Russell Howe loves beef
jerkey more than you or anyone else will ever know.

5

Dear Super Crazy,
Eating meat is not a crime. (1 person) Thousands
of animals all over the world kill for food, and many
of those savage beasts don't even eat a side salad for
digestion. (3 people) Meat-eating is just the way the
world works; certainly no-one at UPS decided that
some animals should eat other animals in order to
live. (6 people)
Your plaintive cries about animal killings seem to
be less of an actual argument than just a whiny realization that in order to have life, there must also be
death. (9 people) Most humans eat meat. Accept it.
Some things, no matter how disturbing they might
be, will never go away — like meat-eating and the
mullet. (13 people)
Every couple of seconds, somewhere in the world
an overly aggressive vegetarian is annoying somebody who just wants to eat a hamburger. 15 people
were annoyed as you read this letter. Please stop this
senselessness.
The world, and Tacoma in particular, is full of
negativity already.
The last thing this campus needs is someone deliberately trying to make us feel bad about something as
fundamental as eating.
There is no reason why vegetarians and meat-eaters shouldn't be able to live in peaceful harmony. So
let's forget about these petty dietary differences and
try to focus on the truly wicked: vegans.

Sincerely,
Russell Howe

Save the earth! Please recycle me after you finish reading!
GUSTER

New
webmail

Rachel Safran
and Josh Anderson winning
National Debate
Championships

Senior
thesis
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New ASUPS officers move in and make moves
By Stephanie Syrett

ssyrett@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Writer

They barely had time to move into their new offices before the ASUPS President and
Vice President got down to business. It started early with the budget and now that they
are fully moved in, their ideas can finally take flight.
Van Lang Pham and Chelsea Howes are the newly elected officials of ASUPS, having won the election by a fantastic margin. To get to this point, however, both Pham
and Howes had to brave the daring gauntlet known as the campaign trail. When asked
about the difficulties of campaigning, both were in agreement: it was hard.
"A part of it is that we just wanted it so bad. It's hard to have what you love up in the
air," junior ASUPS Vice President Chelsea Howes said.
Their main campaign strategy included the simple task of introducing their names
into the campus community. It became even harder still when the only numbers they
were given each day were how many people voted that day, not the number of votes
they personally received.
Pham, however, is happy with that fact. Approximately 40% of the student body (or
about 1000 students) voted in this year's election. This number is much higher than in
ASUPS executives, Chelsea Howes and Van Pham, contemplate ideas in their newly acquired office.
previous years at UPS.
After finding out that they had won the election, both had only one word to describe
"We want to bridge the gap between the different areas of campus. A lot of people
their feelings.
feel
distanced from the Greek community because they aren't in it," Pham said.
"Relief," junior ASUPS President Van Pham said. "We were so invested in the camThe idea is to create a sense of unity at UPS that closes the division between sections
paign already."
The news was delivered while both were in the SUB lounge awaiting the results. like sports, theater and the Greek system. Not only will this make the campus stronger
Each received a formal phone call asking if they would accept the duties of the ASUPS and more welcoming, but it will give everyone a sense of what is happening all over
Puget Sound.
office.
Other ideas under discussion are a campus-wide block party or a campus-wide game
"It's kind of funny to have someone who you've known so long calling you by your
of
capture the flag. These ideas are only in the pre-planning stages, but orchestrating
full name and being so formal, but I like the traditional aspect of it," Pham said.
the
campus into a number of teams to play capture the flag is a challenge they are willBoth have prior ASUPS experience before, and as such, both understand the level of
ing
to undertake.
commitment required to hold an office. Pham has been an ASUPS programmer for the
Pham
and Howes are also open to suggestions for fun and useful activities for UPS
past two years, holding the popular entertainment and cultural events chairs. Howes
and are eager to research future ideas. Pham promises that if a given idea is physically
has been in the Senate for two years, holding Senate chair last year.
and logistically possible, they will investigate it and try to bring the activity to life.
"I have wanted to run for office since my freshman year," Howes said.
The two new officers are entirely student-centered. One reason they both ran for
One reason the two ran together is that they are involved in so many areas of campus
office
was to be able to do something about various complaints and concerns people
and therefore, are very connected to the campus as a whole.
The question that normally follows is whether or not they plan to go into politics have. They urge that anyone can come at anytime to either of them with any question
as a career. Pham was automatic with his answer. He doesn't want to be in politics as and they'll be happy to answer it.
"If you don't know, come ask us," Pham said.
a senator or congressman, but rather, in a diplomatic position that deals with people.
Above all, Pham and Howes want students to know that they are just regular stuHowes, on the other hand, is a different story.
dents. Their office doors are always open, and they invite all members of UPS to come
"I wouldn't mind being President of the United States," Howes said.
The pair is already laying the groundwork for changes, brainstorming ideas and in with questions or concerns about ASUPS or campus events.
Both Pham and Howes have office hours set up; Van's are MWF 1— 2:30 p.m. and
planning to make their administration a memorable one. Their plans vary from conChelsea's
are TTh 3-4 p.m. They look forward to getting to know UPS students, factinuing plans (such as the initiative started last year by two senators to open the library
ulty
and
staff.
The ASUPS officers can be contacted at asupspresident@ups.edu and
24 hours) and light-hearted fun to serious business that will change the campus for the
asupsvp@ups.edu
.
better.
Stephanie Syrett is confident that Van and Chelsea will make the UPS community a better place.
One large project in the works is a plan to connect the various parts of the campus
community.

Wine tasting with Ron Thomas a fantastic treat for
By Eric Englund

eenglund@ups.edu
Campus Bubble Editor

The third annual senior wine tasting
night was held at the home of Ron Thomas on Mar. 27. 20 students joined the
president and his wife, Mary Thomas, for
an informative and fun event.
To begin the evening, the hosts handed

out packets explaining terminology associated with drinking and analyzing wine.
"I want you all to think of this event as
pertaining to the academic world," President Thomas said.
He stressed that wine is a combination
of art and science. There are many intricacies that influence the ultimate outcome of
a bottle. A few of the most important factors are the climate the grapes are grown
in, how long the wine has aged and what

With advice from Ron Thomas, seniors got to see, swirl, smell and sip a variety of wines.

"Duuude. I'm
investing in
those flower
presser things. "

type of container it ferments in, although
there are numerous other variables that
cannot be disregarded.
Following an introduction, students had
the opportunity to sample three Sauvignon
Blanes (white wines) and three Cabernet
Sauvignons (red wines). Mary Thomas
selected bottles that had been produced in
locations all over the world.
Observations were made about each
wine, and the guests had a chance to voice
their thoughts under the guidance of the
Thomas', who although claimed to be
wine tasting novices, excelled at leading
the discussion and helping students gain
an appreciation for wine.
"I definitely smell guava in this one,"
an excited Matt Elm said.
Many similar comments were made,
and collectively, the group was able to
make insightful observations about each
wine.
As the tasting went on, more observations were made and guests began to get a
feel for why there is such an international
buzz about wine, and why it has continued to be a prominent part of society for
centuries.
"There is a reason why wine is an integral part in many religious ceremonies,"
President Thomas said. "There is an old

"Cutting back
on my drinking.
I no longer need
the insulation."

"Recollecting
our nuts and
berries from the
winter harvest."
Ella Brown &
Katie Schlesinger

senior & freshman

•

20

Latin saying, 'en vino veritas,' which
translates to 'truth in wine.' Of course
part of this stems from the fact that people loosen up and are more willing to converse when they drink wine, but the fact
that wine has been such a prominent part
of our history hints at something deeper."
Following the sampling, an assortment
of cheese, crackers, French bread and desserts were provided and the guests were
invited to pour another glass of their favorite wines. Students continued to mingle and converse amongst themselves and
with President and Mary Thomas.
"The event was great from the start and
only got better," senior Russ Taufa said.
"I had never been to the president's house
before, and I was glad to find that it provided such a nice atmosphere. Not having
an agenda other than to critique the wines
made it that much more relaxing. Both
were fantastic hosts."
The Thomas' were truly able to broaden
their guests' understanding of wine. The
combination of fine hospitality and good
conversation with the educational aspect
of wine tasting made it an evening to remember,
Eric Englund is forever thankful for the
Thomas' hospitality and enjoys his newly
gained knowledge about wine tasting.

"Convincing
my vampiric
roomates that
sun is good."

Mira Copeland

Will Holden

senior

sophomore

a
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UPS HIGHLIGHTS
Hurricane Stan
Fundraiser

RDG

6-9 p.m. on April 2
@ the Rotunda

7 p.m. on
April 7 & 8

$7 for students
$20 for adults

@ Wilson High
School

Pietra Rivoli Lecture
Best-selling author Pietra Rivoli lectures from
her book, "The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy: An Economist Examines the
Markets, Power and Politics of World Trade."

Tickets available at the
Info Center now
$5 for UPS students
$7 for the general public

April 6 in Rausch at 7 p.m.

CAMPUS FILMS
April 1-2: Foolish Pleasures

At Kittredge This Weekend:

Cris Bruch and Sally Schuh
MC 103 FRI @ 9:30 P.M. & MIDNIGHT
SAT @ 8 & 10:30 P.M.
SUN @ 6 & 8:30 P.M.

Complete the
Campus Climate for
Diversity Survey
by April 31
Log onto your Cascade
account, or go to
http://cascade.ups.edukascadei
take_climate_survey.student

Let Your Voice Be
Heard!
Got an event you'd like to
publicize?

April 1-2
HOURS: F: 10 A.M.-5

SEATTLE

P.M. S/S: NOON-5 P.M.

E-mail The Trail at trail@ups.edu

TACOMA

FRIDAY MAR. 31
7 p.m. Seattle SuperSonics vs. the Los Angeles Lakers at the Key
Arena

SATURDAY APRIL 1
11 a.m. Reconsidering Georgie 0' Keeffe at the Tacoma Art Museum
SUNDAY APRIL 2
11 a.m. Scottish Heritage Day at the Puyallup fair grounds

SATURDAY APRIL 1
8 p.m. Thursday and Minus The Bear at El Corazon
SUNDAY APRIL 2
• 7:30 p.m. Local Tacoma band Dudley at Studio 7

THURSDAY APRIL 6
7 p.m. Tacoma Rainiers opening game vs. Colorado Springs at Cheney
Stadium
7 p.m. Zero Kelvin at the Blue Mouse Theatre

MONDAY APRIL 3
6 p.m. Taking Back Sunday at the Showbox Theater
7:05 p.m. Seattle Mariners vs. Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim
at Safeco Field
• 7:30 p.m. State Radio at Neumos

SATURDAY APRIL 8
6:30 p.m. Fall Out Boy and the All American Rejects at the Tacoma
Dome. Tickets available at all Ticketmaster locations

TUESDAY APRIL 4
8 p.m. The Strokes at Paramount Theatre
WEDNESDAY APRIL 4
7:30 p.m. The Gossip Panther at Neumos
THURSDAY APRIL 6
7:05 p.m. Seattle Mariners vs. Oakland Athletics at Safeco Field
FRIDAY APRIL 7
7:30 p.m. Sia at Crocodile Cafe
7 p.m. Horrorpops, The Briefs and Left Alone at El Corazon

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMOCIDO

Religious students unite to discuss Christ at the Jesus Film Festival on Mar. 24.

STAFF PICKS OF THE WEEK
"The Strokes are performing at the
Paramount Theatre on April 4 at 8 p.m."

"Thursday and Minus the Bear are
performing at El Corazon on April 2 at 8 p.m."

"Pietra Rivoli is lecturing in Rausch
on April 6 at 7 p.m."

—Matt Stevens, Sports Editor

—Eric Englund, Campus Bubble Editor

—Drew Gemmer, A&E Editor
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GLOBAL
Making Sense of
In the past decade, globalization has become a goto phrase, a buzzword tossed around without discretion. Its application changes from person to person
and situation to situation, applied alternatively and
spontaneously to global economics, multinational
corporations, the exportation of Western brands,
merchandise, ideas, third-world poverty, exploitation and sweatshops, the spread of mass-communication, such as the Internet and cell-phones and
tourism. And the list goes on and on. For as much as
talk and thought is given to globalization, no one is
really sure as to its meaning.
Though a stable definition is largely unattainable, increasing attention and debate is being given
to globalization, with people fallintgoii b I sides
of the issue. This can be seen right 117re on • r own
campus, with opponents expressing their concern
by supporting Fair Trade and opposing multinational corporations. On the other hand, one doesn't
have to go too far to encounter those who take a

transit and the spread of mass telecommunication,
boundaries seem smaller than ever. Connections
and interactions are proliferating at a breakneck
pace. That cultural exchanges are happening faster
and on a larger scale than ever before undoubtedly
lead many to view globalization as a novel and uncontainable force.
But as irresistible as the forces of globalization
may seem, they are not all-encompassing and certainly not unstoppable.
"One of the biggest misconceptions about globalization is its coercive effect," International Political
Economy Professor Nick Kontogeorgopoulos said.
Across the globe, we see dozens of cases where
governments intentionally block international trade with tariffs and deny unhindered access to mass
communication. Many countries in Africa have closed their borders to the world market, and in Myanmar the military regime has completely isolated
the country. Tourists are only allowed in two cities

PHOTO COURTESY OF KEITH GORDON

BANGALORE, INDIA - Bangalore is one of the best examples of the success of the global economy with dozens of multinational
Information Technology companies operating within these precincts. Even though this massive IT boom has brought a surge of
material wealth to a burgeoning middle class, luxuries like foreign cars and hot water in houses, Bangalore is still desperately
in need of stable infrastructure. Roads are broken and cracked, open sewage runs alongside streams and buildings are constructed out of poor materials and with archaic techniques, such as bamboo scaffolding (above).

more favorable view on multinationals and their
practices. And, indeed, the question is open to debate: is "globalization" a positive force in the world,
bringing changes and access to underprivileged, developing nations, or is it a negative force bringing
exploitation and suffering to impoverished masses
in the name of profit?
Before we can address the drawbacks and merits of globalization, we need to ask ourselves: is this
even anything new? To some, globalization seems
like a new and revolutionary force in the world. But
really "globalization" is just a convenient (though
ill-defined) umbrella term, covering a broad range
phenomena that have been occurring throughout
most of human history. Cultures have always interacted and intermingled with each other. They do not
form in vacuums free of any external influence, but
rather are defined through interaction and reaction
with different, and occasionally opposing, cultures.
Much of the exchange that is being heralded as a
revolutionary aspect of globalization is really just a
continuation of thousands of years of cultural communication.
Even though the notion of globalization may be
speciously overlooking a long history of similar patterns, that isn't to say that what is happening now is
totally unremarkable. In the past, cultural exchange
was always limited by certain regional and geographical factors. The Ibo of West Africa, for instance,
had no exchange with the Hmong of Laotian and
Vietnamese highlands. But now, with high speed

in the middle of the country with the largest impoverished population, is an oasis of success. In recent
years, it has seen a boom in the Information Technology (IT) industry, with international
companies coming to reap the
benefits of a well-educated,
English speaking population. Campuses for
research and development have
sprung up
like weeds,
and many
of the
consu-

I

m er
care
calls
placed to
American
companies
like Dell will
be answered by
an employee in Bangalore. When considering Bangalore, it would
be easy to say that globalization
has changed the city and the lives of
many people. And that is a fair assessment.
The overflowing shopping malls, American and European cars and business suits all attest to that.
But it is important to remember that Bangalore
is just a small globalized outpost, one that was par-

(Yangon and Mandalay), internet communication
is highly restricted and monitored and foreign trade with many Western countries (the United States
included) is non-existent. In i:places like these, the
"irresistible" forces of globalization
merely lap at the shores, circumventing them entirely. A government
has to be receptive to globalization
The IMF began as part of the Bretfor it to have any effect at all.
on Woods economic system designed
Even then we have to ask our- for the postwar period by the Allied
selves: what exactly is the effect that powers in 1944, with its basic strucglobalization currently has? Accor- ture surviving to the present day. It is
ding to a study released by the Pew largely managed by wealthy industriCenter for People and the Press, alized nations (Europe, Japan and the
States) with the Managing Dithough many people around the United
rector,
by
tradition a European, and the
world recognize globalization, few Deputy Director,
an American. It emhave felt that their identities have ploys scores of economists and works
changed in any way.
with its member nations to regularly
"Nobody really thinks of them- monitor their economies.
selves as a global citizen. GlobalizaAlong with its partner institution,
tion doesn't necessarily affect these the World Bank, as well as the support
peoples identities. Their lives are of member governments, the IMF was
much more compartmentalized than established to ensure financial stabilwe might think,'' Politics and Go- ity by minimizing the flows of capital
vernment Professor Patrick O'Neil by investors between nations and thus
ensuring a system of stable exchange
said.
rates between national currencies. All
If identities are not being chan- global currencies were denominated in
ged, then what is?
terms of the dollar, which was in turn
This past fall I traveled to Ban- based on gold. This was a measure to
galore, India, one of globalization's prevent the collapse of multiple marcrowning achievements. Bangalore,

kets when a single market entered
recession (referred to in internation
economics as a contagion effec
Since this effect had caused so mu(
suffering during the Depression et
the Bretton Woods system was del
cated to preventing such disaster in tl
future.
However, the system began to u
ravel in the late 60's and early 70
Leaders in the U.S. were increasing
anxious about more and more U.
dollars circulating abroad, largely ,
the result of military and developn0
aid doled out by the U.S. governmer
With Nixon's decision in 1971 to r
move the dollar from the gold stan
ard, the Bretton Woods system foul
itself in a very awkward spot. Whi
it could no longer promote exchang
rate stability and minimize the intern
tional flow of capital, it also had to tai
on a new problem: debt crisis. Man
developing nations had been lent hn
sums of money by international ban
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IZATION
rChan g in g World
ticularly receptive to globalization due to a colonial
heritage. And even inspite of success, the streets are
still crumbling and choked with throngs of destitute families sleeping on medians. Many
buildings are ramshackle, without
running water. Electricity is
so unreliable that most
IT campuses supply
their own power.
and
Sewage
garbage choke the rivers. All
this in
one of
the

Pessimism aside, there are facets of globalization that are having an undeniable affect, both abroad
and here in the U.S., and should be considered, such
as the exportation of Western culture, tourism and
multinational corporations.
Many opponents of globalization claim that it
is a force driven by Western interests and multinational corporations, businesses that exploit cheap
labor to produce consumer goods at absurd profit
margins, plunging the natives of these countries
even further into poverty. The last decade has seen a
remarkable public outcry against "sweatshops" and
other inhumane business practices associated with
multinationals.
The concern also exists that the influx of Western products, brands, media and ideas are corrupting these unique and vibrant cultures, diluting them
into a homogenous stew of Coca-cola and MacDonald's.
Proponents of globalization, on the other hand,

giving an important and necessary role to the protesters who demand accountability.
Even though the risk is present and many opponents turn only to the negative cases, many multinational companies do bring jobs, and more importantly choices, to countries where they are desperately
needed.
Pietra Rivoli, who will be speaking at UPS on
April 6 in Rausch, discussed this upside of globalization in her book, "The Travels of a T-Shirt in the
Global Economy." She concludes "that the opposing sides of the globalization debate are co-conspirators, however unwittingly, in improving the human
condition." The protesters ensure some degree of
oversight and accountability, while the multinationals provide options to millions of workers in developing countries. Though work may be strenuous,
time-consuming and pay little, many workers have
taken that choice over an even harder life of subsistence farming. As quaint as our conceptions are of

g lea
ming
examples of
globalization's
achievements.
Beyond marg
inal
success
in bringGcc ing development and
capital
to
small
pockets
around
the
cot.S
world, globalization can do little to
PHOTO
change peoples' identities, nor can it provide
stable infrastructure. Perusing the internet may expand your mind, but it won't clean the river or repair
the streets. Viewed in this light, globalization seems
more of an abstract concept than global revolution.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KEITH GORDON

YANGON, MYANMAR - When the authoritarian regime of Burma sealed the country from the world markets and changed the
name of the country to Myanmar, they effectively halted the spread and impact of globalization. There is no Western investment
or development in the country, and the country is suffering for it. In Yangon, the buildings haven't been repaired or renovated
since their construction in the early 20th century under French colonialism (above). Myanmar is a prime example of a country
that has opted to bar any advance of globalism within its borders.
react differently to exportation of Western culture. In their view, to consider these foreign cul-

tures as unworthy of the same luxuries as we enjoy is wrong. These countries shouldn't be treated
as museums, left untouched so that
tourists may enjoy "traditional culture." Culture is a dialogue, and
developing countries should not be
wly awash with oil profits from the developing world.
excluded. Though we as Americans
Similarly, the recent financial crise
iddle East in the wake of the estabmay look at these countries and see
hment of OPEC. These debtor na- in Southeast Asia and Latin Americ
have led many to the conclusion th
■ ns now turned to the IMF when they
nothing but Western influence, that
ilized they were not able to service the IMF is not capable of ensuring sta
may very well be because we are so
bility in the current financial architec
debt.
sensitive to the brand names and adThe IMF now began to shift gears, ture. Its bailout loans and the auste r
vertisements that dominate our own
omoting more and more integration ity measures they promoted have als
culture. Moreover, it is not as if the
.th world financial markets for de- been questioned, particularly due t
West
merely exports culture without
loped and developing nations alike. the IMF's universalistic approach
importing
it as well. The proliferathe case of developing nations, this economic recovery and growth. Som
tion
of
Asian,
Latin, Middle Eastern
reformers
have
recently
called
for
th
ok the form of Structural Adjustand African cultural influence, as
git Programs (SAPs), a series of IMF to reduce its role to more of a con
seen in media, cuisine and the arts,
liklitionalities imposed by the IMF sultancy level, while others, includin
is evidence that we absorb just as
t borrowing nations that promoted the current Managing Director, Rod
:oliberal policies, such as decreased rigo Rato, want to see the IMF's gov
much as we exude.
dal spending and higher taxes to ernance become more representativ
Multinational corporations
omote global financial integration The U.S., on the other hand, has bee
present a more complex issue, howtd solvency. However, many of these pressuring the IMF to concentrate o
ever. As their incentive is almost
ograms have been highly criticized enforcing "fair" currency valuatio
exclusively profit based and they
their failure to produce meaningful No matter what direction change ma
operate in countries with a desperate
omic progress and debt solvency. take, it will likely have a profound e
pool of works and little or no goveduced social spending has often had fect on the global financial architecernment regulation, the opportunity
Jisastrous effect on the quality of life ture.
Tristan Orford to exploit is present. Such exploitar many of the poorest people in the
tion has been exercised in the past,

indigenous hamlets and the simple way of life outside of the modern world, the reality is that millions
of people would rather stitch shirts for a few dollars
a day than risk starvation and death in the fields.
It would seem that globalization, with its sticky
and imprecise definition, is about trade-offs. It can
neither be reduced to an "all-good" or "all-bad" understanding. Regardless, globalization does present
a challenge to established mores, both here and
abroad, and without the facts, uneasiness is a natural reaction.
Properly understood, and properly administered, the rapid, global exchange of culture, ideas
and capital collectively known as globalization
can produce a net positive affect. But it can only
do so much. A great deal still needs to be done on
the ground before globalization can be heralded as
a revolution. After all, what good is it to be a global
citizen, cell phone in hand, if there is open sewage
running through your back yard?

Keith Gordon

Sources:
http://pewglobal.org/reports/pdf/185.pdf
Pietra Rivoli, The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy, (Hoboken: John Wiley and Sons, 2005) xi.
Michael Veseth, Globaloney: Unraveling the Myths of
Globalization, (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2005).
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Belle & Sebastian serenade Seattle

THE AMP

17. Kill
JIMMY EAT WORLD
By Rachel Decker
rdeeker@ups.edu
Editor in Chief
woulda,
Coulda,
shoulda: three of
the most repeated
words in the English
language. They illustrate one of the most difficult. terrifying and complex
concepts we all confront and
loathe: regret.
I cannot lie; I have more than
a few. In fact, I couldn't count
the number of regrets I hold.
And I'd be fairly surprised if
you claimed that you didn't
hold a few of your own. We
might claim to live without regrets, but its nearly impossible
not to ask ourselves: Could I
have ... ? Would I have ... ?
Should I have ... ?
Those two homecoming
dances I referenced a few
weeks back are top contenders.
I regret the fact that I made
such a big deal out of every
single prom I attended, learning absolutely nothing from
each successive one. I regret
not trying to have a better time
during Passages. I was trying
so hard to hate camping in the
woods for three days that I never realized how much fun I was
having. I regret the fact that I
chose a job last summer that I
hated just because I needed the
money. That is, by many delinitions, settling, and I hate that
I so easily settled into something I hated so much.
It seems as though Jimmy
Eat World feels a few regrets
as well. What strikes me most
about their song "Kill" is a
brand of that very feeling.
Since the artist is Jimmy Eat
World, we automatically get
a personal snapshot of love.
This time we're faced with a
speaker who obviously still
harbors feelings for an ex-love
of his, yet he's always been and
always will be "the easy kill"
— he can't stop being burned.
We can tell from the first
verse that we're dealing with
love and regret, but both are
spelled out much more clearly in the second verse. Lead
singer Jim Adkins sings about
a past memory:
I can picture your face well
From the bar in my hotel
I wish I'd go to you
I ick up put down the
phone
Like your favorite Heatmiser
song goes
It's just like being alone
Adkins can still see her face
as if he's caught in a memory
he can't escape, and can play
out exactly what he'd do if he
just had one more opportunity
to choose. But it's not elaborate in the slightest. He'd simply go to her. We get a very
strong sense of the speaker
we're dealing with here, and
his love is very' real, very true.
Such simple thoughts are testament to the speaker's character
and situation.
Truly, the best moment in the
song comes in the last moment
of the last verse. Up until this
point, we've heard the refrain a
few times that he's always been
an easy kill, yet the speaker
simply "can't way away." He
knows what he should do, but
he simply can't walk away.

Seattle Anime geeks can't ruin this awesome show

.

In the last verse,
through what appears great bravery
and strength, he tells
his love (Adkins'
word, not mine) to
leave while she still
can, as we've all got
to take what we can
get these days. And.
rather eloquently
and poignantly, he tells his
love: "there's so much ahead/
so much regret. The speaker understands that
even with a bright, promising
future, regret will never cease
to exist. In fact, it is in making
new moments that we come
across even more regret. Yet
it still seems more reasonable
for him to go on, while there's
still time, instead of sulking in
regret (which many might argue is what the speaker does
throughout the song).
This last verse sets us up for
the verse's last lines, truly the
most heartfelt yet painful, during the most intense moment of
the song. Throughout the last
verse, the drums are quiet and
the melody plays softly in the
background, setting up a scene
in which Adkins is mostly alone
and in deep reflection. But as
these last few lines emerge,
the drums rise in intensity and
Adkins' voice breaks out of
the soft croon he's been using .
painfully belting this last momentous thought:
I know it but can't help feeling differently
I loved you, and I should.:
have said it
But tell me just what has it
'
ever meant
The last line speaks the Ion
est about regret felt throughout the entire song. Because
it seems so real: I regret that I
never said I loved you, but what
would it have meant anyway?
Here we see one of those three
terrible words: would. Adkins
asks, would this declaration
of love have meant anything
to you anyway? I'm not sure
he knows the answer, but he'll
think this thought, this refire
forever.
We see more of this in the
very last line of the song: "I
know what I should do, but I
just can't walk away." Not only
can he not walk away from his
love, but he can't walk away
from his feelings of regret.
Many of Jimmy Eat World's
songs deal with regret (songs
like "23- from the same album,
Futures, and older songs from
Clarity like "Ten" and "Just
Watch the Fireworks"). But
this song is my favorite on the
topic because they address it so
precisely, so heartbreakingly
realistically. I can see myself
in the folds of this song. I've
been in this position. I m sure
many of you would agree.
They don't offer any answers
on how to deal with those coulda, woulda, shoulda kinds of
questions, but they at least ofter us solace in knowing we are
not alone in facing them. And
it is a reminder that we all face
regrets and their implications.
Perhaps the only comforting
aspect of it all is that none of us
are truly alone in having them.
Rachel Decker regrets giving up
hot chocolate for Lent.

Kevin Nguyen
kguyen@ ups .edu
A&E Writer
With the Pacific Northwest's largest annual
anime convention, Sakura-Con, at the Washington State Convention Center, and the soldout Belle & Sebastian concert at the Paramount
Theatre a couple blocks up Pike Street, the
streets of downtown Seattle were congested
with an odd array of costumed Harajuku stalwarts and hipsters alike. While the two distinct
groups shot each other begrudging looks, it was
hardly enough to interfere with the anxious attitude of concertgoers. (An interesting similarity:
while many male anime fans were dressed up as
Japanese school girls, Belle & Sebastian fans
matched the transvestitism with an abundance
of 16 year old boys donning girls' jeans.)
The show began promptly with opening band
The New Pornographers actually playing on
time. Starting with the title track off their latest release, Twin Cinema, they offered strong
energy that received a lukewarm qaction from
an audience waiting for Belle & Sebastian. But
after a few songs, the crowd became more responsive to the group's brand of Canadian power pop.
One of the New Pornographers' key members, Neko Case, was not present at the show.
The tour coincided with her solo gig at the
South by Southwest Festival (although this can
be forgiven since she is promoting her brilliant
new album, Fox Confessor Brings The Flood.)
In her place
place was front-man A.C. Newman's
Calder, whose vocal talents
cousin,
first revealed the consequence of Neko's absence. Electric Version classic "The Laws Have
Changed," which focuses its hooks off the harmonized chemistry between Newman and Case,
fell flat when Calder was unable to hit higher
notes. Still, as the show progressed, Calder's
performance quickly improved. On "Mass Romantic," she gave Neko Case a good run for her
money with a clear upturn in confidence.
In the end though, it was drummer Kurt Dahle
who held the band together. From the get-go,
his consistent vivacity carried the weight of
the occasionally sluggish guitar or synthesizer
riffs. Even when his hand-eye coordination
succumbed to the drinks he had been downing throughout the set (ironically dropping his
drumsticks three times during "The Slow Descent Into Alcoholism"), Dahle's on-stage presence won over an audience unfamiliar with the
New Pornographers' well-harmonized rock and
roll.
Still, Belle & Sebastian established themselves
as a much stronger act. The audience erupted in
applause as the seven-piece Scottish group took
stage and broke into "Act of the Apostle.' Lead
singer Stuart Murdoch's laidback comments
quickly won the crowd over due to his Scottish
accent and oddball sense of humor. (His dorky
Eurotrash dancing was also charming in its own
way.) Murdoch's charisma and overall appeal

The Life Pursuit
i`loy BE= & SEBASTIAN
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Scottish sounds of Belle & Sebastian

asked audiences to shed tears of indie-rock beauty.

of the band perfectly matched the quirky and
sensitive demeanor found within their songs,
and complemented the atmosphere of the performance.
The quality of sound production was impressive as well. While the New Pornographers suffered from a poor audio balance between vocals
and synthesizers, Belle & Sebastian's equipment sounded sharp and clean. Even when the
band played three separate guitars at once on
crowd favorite "I'm A Cuckoo," it was easy to
distinguish the channel of each.
The band's material from The Life Pursuit
was well-performed, but in many cases failed
to bring new energy to their recorded counterparts. "Funny Little Frog," the CD's first
single, didn't distinguish itself much from the
album version. On the other hand, the band's
older material sounded magnificent. Throwing
in a handful of songs dating as far back as first
album Tigermilk, Belle & Sebastian impressed
the crowd with impeccable musicianship even
on songs that Murdoch had forgotten the lyrics to. (At one point, he was reading off liner
notes.) A few of the group's best performances
were "The Boy With The Arab Strap," "Electronic Renaissance" and "Judy and the Dream
of Horses."
Playing a formidable two-hour set, Belle &
Sebastian closed the concert with an encore and
a short number alongside the New Pornographers. By the end of the show, a typically stuffy
audience of 20-somethings was in such a good
mood that the still-obnoxiously-dressed army
of Japanimation devotees parading the streets
outside were hardly a nuisance anymore.
Kevin Nguyen would rather be in Tokyo, listening
to Thin Lizzy-oh.
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Animal
Liberation
Front Day
Sunday,
April 2
Hug a puppy!

3806 N.26th St • Proctor District
253-752-5200
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Indochine is one of Tacoma's best kept secrets

By Mark Delbnieck

mdelbrueck@ups.edu
A&E Columnist
Wading through the massive
number of Asian restaurants in the
area is not a task for the weary.
Luckily for me, my obsession for
eating out is as great as my obsession for cars. More specifically, Thai food, which has
ir happily lead me to the Indochine Asian fusion café of
downtown Tacoma.
The first thing of note in Indochine is the atmosphere,
which separates the restaurant from the myriad other
Asian joints in the Tacoma area.
It's not set up like your average 60-seat café. Instead,
a large water piece serves as the center of a circular layout, which makes use of dark, rich wood complimented
by low mood lighting. From the exterior, Indochine, set
S right on the main drag (Pacific Ave.), uses large, heavily
tinted bay windows. At night, this gives the slight illusion of a VIP hotspot on the weekends (did I just use
"VIP" to refer to an establishment in Tacoma?).
Separated from the restaurant by an indoor walkway is
a sleek, contemporary bar. Designed like a martini bar, it
offers tons of seating configurations on interesting, mod. ern furniture.
The overall design of Indochine is superb. Even if the
restaurant's food were mediocre, there is enough of an
atmosphere to forget about a bad meal somewhere between your seat and the bar. It also allows customers the
flexibility to feel comfortable whether dressing up for a
night out, or down for a quick, good meal.
Of course, the one thing that holds the most weight is
food. Being from the South (raised in Florida), I had to
44 try a shrimp dish. Daring, I know, but I had to know if
the good ole' Northwest could dabble in something other

S

than crab. So I ordered the firecracker shrimp to start,
followed by the ever classic Phad Thai for an entrée.
The shrimp, larger than I expected, was almost as filling as a meal in itself. Combined with a large helping
of rice as well as an entrée, I didn't have to worry about
going hungry.
The firecracker shrimp were excellent, done up in a
light batter and lightly fried in a wok. Served with a
light and tangy sauce, the entire dish was well-balanced
and very flavorful. Also of note was the exceptional
presentation of the dish. From the exotic ceramics to the
vibrant colors of the Asian spices, the firecracker shrimp
dish certainly looked as good as it tasted.
The Phad Thai was easily among the best that I've
tasted. The classic coconut, sesame and peanut flavors
that have made this dish so famous were all present in
full force and combined to produce a fantastically flavorful dish. It's safe to say that there is only so much you
can do with a classic like Phad Thai. However, I never
expected its taste to be so bold and its presentation so exceptional. And at $10.95, it's a winner that I will surely
order on my next trip to the Asian fusion café.
While the food, atmosphere and presentation were
all excellent at Indochine, I do have a few quibbles, the
main one being the service. It was a little shaky for a
not-so-busy Thursday evening.
If you were to ask me who my server was, I surely
couldn't tell you. Five or six different people came to
service my table throughout my meal, each different and
in a different uniform. One appeared to be a manager,
another a hostess, one a server and another possibly a
bartender.
Another thing that really irks me is when an appetizer
is brought out immediately prior to the entree. Apparently our waiters got the message regarding the lack of
customers in the dining room that night, but the kitchen
didn't, as it was still pumping out food by the minute.

Please Recycle
Me!

B

FRIDAY MARCH 31- APRIL 5
THE PINK PANTHER
NIGHTLY @ 7PM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE @
4:30PM
RATED PG
THURSDAY APRIL 6TH
TACOMA SISTER CITY INTERNATIONAL
FILM & FOOD FESTIVAL
ZERO KELVIN (NORWAY)
DOORS OPEN @ 5:45PM
2611 N PROCTOR ST
TACOMA, WA 98407
253.752.9500
WWW.BLUEMOUSETHEATRE.COM
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Yummy! Some of the freshest Phad Thai in town at Indochine.

Literally by the time my firecracker shrimp cooled to
where I could eat them, the Phad Thai had already been
sitting on the table for about 10 minutes.
My last complaint pertains to the lighting. While I
agree that dim mood lighting can set a fantastic ambience, too dimly lit writing can be downright obnoxious.
If it gets to the point where your customers can hardly
read their checks, then you might want to give OCD girl
anotherjob besides controlling the lights.
Overall, Indochine is a fantastic restaurant. From the
excellent food, to the spot on atmosphere, it's definitely
worth the drive downtown.
Mark Delbrueck would like you to know that he is fullblooded Italian and finds Indochine offensive.

The A&E Flow with Jason Miller
By Drew Gemmer
dgemmer@ups.edu
A&E Editor
Jason Miller is a veritable A & E force on this
campus. Born in the hub of all that is artistic and
entertaining — uh, Spokane — Miller has honed
his aesthetic skills on a variety of mediums. He is
one of the original members of Ubiquitous They
(UT) sketch comedy/improv group, a frequenter
of theatre performances and the lead singer of The
Trail's favorite campus band, Handshakes. The
duo have been together for almost two years now,
playing shows from Seattle through Tacoma. Info
on his band can be found at www.thehandshakes.
coin or at www.art-rash.com .
Senior Miller is an English major, stressing in
Writing and Rhetoric. Should all go as planned, he
will be graduating in May.
How's it going, artistically? Are you in a manic or depressed stage?
The art is fairly repressed right now. It's having
to take a back-burner seat to all the last-semester
senior year stuff.
What's the last book you read?
"Lolita" by Vladimir Nabokov. In class, we've
been discussing the split between morality and art,
and Nabokov seems to think you can separate the
two. I personally think art is couched in morality from its conception . . . so it's easier to reconcile than it is to separate. When you make art, it's
some sort of illumination of these social and moral
grounds that have already been established.

Is your art moral?
I not to make my art say much of anything, so

people can say it's immoral or moral if they want
to. I don't know if I'm successful in this aim.
Are your music and your performing arts
(UT, theatre) one and the same in your mind?
I'm more readily to separate what I do from the
actual "me," but it's harder for other people. I like
to think that if it matters enough for me to make it,
then there must be some good to it.
The classic "Rolling Stone" question: What's
your first musical experience?
Watching Michael Jackson's "Moonwalker"
over and over again. Either that, or "Kids Incorporated" — we had a video of it that I used to watch
a lot. My dad used to be in bands, so I probably
heard him jammin' all the time. Maybe even in the
womb! Pre-natal rock!
What's the most groundbreaking music out
there right now?
The Knife's "Silent Shout." It's willing to use
dance aesthetics without trying to make you
dance. I think there's a lot in techno aesthetics that
can convey other emotions, in more depth, than
just making people dance. The Knife keeps it kind
of cold and creepy, which can be a good aesthetic
to hone through electronic music. And I love that
they borrow from the synth-pop of 80s music.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ASHLEY DOWDEN

Jason Miller's mugs his sweet baby face for the camera
in his best Charlie Sheen impression.

I stole that CD from you via MyTunes in the
Sub. How do you feel about that?
I think that I spent $25 on it, because it was an
import. So, that's great . . .
How's the UT going?
It's about to embark on a new sketch adventure
in Rausch, a few weeks from now. I'm submitting
a sketch. We'll see if it gets accepted.
How's the UT going to look next year, without
all the graduating seniors?
I have faith in the new people to carry on the
legacy we've helped build — whatever that happens to be. We have a new team that we call "The
Improvers" (or the V-team, or Improv JV) that will
help to do this. They have the advantage of not
having a year in front of the audience in which
they suck, which we did not have. Occasionally
they will sub in for missing UTers, but mostly they
spend a year honing their skills.
What else are you doing?
I'm making some Foolish Pleasures movies
about science! They are amusing, maybe. I made
one with Tim (Linnemann, co-star of Handshakes)
and some associates.
Any plans for next year?
I'm going to Seattle next year. I have a friend
who's much better at searching for apartments
than me. And anyone that will improve my transition into next year is a friend, indeed.
Drew Gemmer is relieved to have put his dismal
stand-up days full of rotten fruit behind him.
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Hot new exhibits canvassed 'between the lines' at UPS'
• Native-Seattlite Cris Bruch and Sally Schuch's artwork on display in Kittredge Gallery

as Luttikhuizen describes,
"a sculpture exquisitely
constructed of bent wood
A&E Writer
and cast iron pipe ... a superb example of Bruch's
mastery at constructing
The art of literature is
flawless elegant forms as
seldom represented in
galleries. Yet currently
well as the unexpected juxtapositions of materials."
the Kittredge Gallery feaHis work is carefully
tures two exhibits that use
unique forms of media to
planned, despite its mesfocus on written words and
sages like "acts of impultheir powerful meanings.
sive destructivity," written
The two galleries are dediin cursive and placed carecated to separate artists,
fully along the outside rim
but the writing component
of each trash can lid.
Bruch will be giving an
is strong in both shows,
artist talk April 13 at 4:30
creating an excellent combination.
p.m. in Kittredge.
"Between the Lines" is
The main gallery displays
displayed in the smaller
gallery, exhibiting paper
printing and photography
by Sally Schuh. Based
largely on the writing of
Gertrude Stein, Schuh has
taken words and phrases
from literature and printed
them on thin paper with a
typewriter to create a multiplying, crowding effect.
Thephotograms and archival digital prints present
oblique, yet intimate personal images and text that
explore and uncertain
world," Luttikhuizen stated.
"The structure becomes
a visual translation of what
Stein created in literary
form," Schuh stated.
Phrases like "Do you
remember how often we
had cake," "thanking can
be something" and "any
day is a day' are intended
to create a mental picture
or evoke an emotional response within the viewer.
"I select images and
Cris Bruch's wood-with-iron sculpture "What do you want to fragments of text for their
poetic possibilities and
talk about?" showcases his talents in utilizing mixed-media.
the poignant meaning they
By Katie Lind

klincWlips edu

the work of Seattle native
Cris Bruch; his sculptures
consist of strategically
placed trash can lids with
punctures that spell out
sayings like "I've got so
much love" and "that familiar strangeness."
The show, "How did I
get here?" exhibits until
April 20.
"The work's material and
text harken back to Bruch's
more socially conscious art
of the 1980s," gallery director, Esther Luttikhuizen
said.
A large wooden sculpture is also displayed in the
middle of the gallery. It is,

Tickets are only $5.50 with
your current student ID!
606 S Fawcett Ave 1253.593.4474 I grandcinema.com

Tsotsi (R)
Fri: 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 8:50
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 8:50
Mon-Wed: 4:15, 6:45, 8:50
Thurs: 2:00, 4:15, 6:45, 8:50

I
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The trash can lids strewn on the floor in Cris Bruch's exhibit "How did I get here?" portray the
various hypocrisies of life with such sayings as "f*** it all."

carry," Schuh stated. "I
have become increasingly
interested in the emotional connections that linger
when spoken that resonate
and transcend the graphic
quality of the word on the
page.'
type-face on the
thin paper appears somber
and dated. It is punctured
through in some areas
- shadows from the walls
fill the spaces where black
type should be. In both
shows, shadows and light
play important components
in delivering the messages.
In this exhibit, the shadows
are reflected in the threedimensional setup for the
paper as well as the photographs that use shadows.
Placed in the center of the
first wall, visible from the
entrance of the smaller gallery, the "Fortune Gird' attracts immediate attention.
A series of paper flattened
after being folded like a
paper is entitled "fortune
teller."
One piece, "Perhaps,"
has statements written
on its sides in little triangles - one has "perhaps"
written multiple times at
the top of one edge. In diagonals, colors are typed;
"green," "blue," "red" and
"yellow."
The three pictures comprising "Falling/Floating"
show the fortune tellers,
frame-by-frame, letting
gravity bring them to their
destination.

"Mysterious,
hidden
planes with unrevealed
content and text aptly capture the show's title of fragility and vulnerability,"

Both shows portray the
simultaneous fragility and
strength of words. And
using both from trash and
nostalgic treasure, both

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS

The other half of Bruch's exhibit "How did I get here?" is meant
to show the disconnect that can happen in life.

exhibits complement one
Luttikhuizen stated.
Shuch also is also a Seat- another while letting their
tle native and will be on difference carry them.
campus to give a gallery • Katie Lind lives in the Kittredge Gallery.
talk April 3 at 10:30 a.m.

HEY AMP READERS !
The World's Fastest Indian (PG-13)

It's time to let your inner-Rob-Gordon shine!

Fri: 4:00, 6:35, 9:05
Sat/Sun: 12:30, 4:00, 6:35, 9:05
Mon-Thurs: 4:00, 6:35, 9:05

Announcing the Official AMP Mix Tape Contest
Winners will be chosen by the Trail Editorial Staff

Transamerica (R)
Fri: 2:20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 12:15, 2:20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Mon-Wed: 4:30, 7:00, 9:15
Thurs: 2:20, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15

& AMP Columnist Rachel Decker.
SUBMIT TO CMB 1095
DEADLINE: APRIL 10

See trail.ups.edu for official rules & guidelines.
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Prospective students, parents'
juicy bank accounts welcomed
By Khurzad Farzad
Combat Zone Public Relations Officer

The sun is shining in the hearts of many, and it's the
season for love. It's also the season for prospective students, or as the Combat Zone like to call them, Prospies.
These tender little children are new to this whole college
thing and if we try hard enough, we can convince them
to avoid our school entirely, or come back in packs. It's
all a matter of first impressions, really.
That's why the Combat Zone has seen fit to offer
some guidance regarding appropriate behavior around
the little chitlins. The following are some suggested interactions for those new to our campus.
Get them drunk. Slobberingly drunk, if possible.
That way they can't remember all the recent notorious
figures the campus has managed to come up with in the
past year.
Put yourself in a sleeping bag and have friends duct
tape you to a tree, with a nice little , sign declaring that
metamorphosis is in procegb When a tqnl iwalks.by,
emerge as a full-grown butterfly and flap your way to
freedom. Bonus point: if any of the students happen to
be tripping at the time, and they freak out.
Take them on the real UPS campus tour, showing
them the nice back alley where Prospies get mugged.
For the love of Pete, keep them away from the sororities. Nothing speaks more poorly of a university than a
sorority girl trying to hook up with a prospie boy. For
that matter, keep them away from the Fraternities as
well. They might catch the yuppie.
Play hide and go seek in the library. Watch how many

PHOTO COURTESY OF MYRUPS.EDU

Look at all the Prospective students. Hundreds of them just
standing there waiting to be used. It's like the Eurythmics say,
"Some people be just want to be abused."

studying students you can con into forsaking work and
chasing after you, trying to make you pay for their deleted thesis.
Let the prospies frolic in the fountain. Then run for
cover when Security finds you, and leave the prospie
lost on campus.
Go poking around the Harped Hall construction site
and perhaps grace it with a fresh corpse. (It's a tradition,
dating back to the days of Ted Bundy.)
Have the overnight prospies get sexiled to get a real
taste of freshman life.
Show them around Tacoma and leave them in the
extraordinary and upstanding neighborhood of Hilltop.
There, they can meet just some of the delightful Tacoma
residents that students deal with every day. If they make
it back alive, they earn a scholarship.
Get a prospie high and take them to class with you,
preferably psych class. You could pass it off as an experiment.
Explain to the nice prospies that while SUB food
may seem nice now, after a few months, it gets real old.
And after four years, you'll want to kill yourself slowly
to ease the pain of eating there every day.
Sacrifice a Prospie to President Ron Thom on Walpurgis Night to ensure a successful harvest in the fall.
Introduce them to the nice members of the Tacoma
Police Department, who they will be running from for
the next four to six years.
Keep them away from the sustainability cult. The
vegetarians secretly hunger for man flesh.
Make them write an article for The Trail - they're
probably better than half our writers.
Take them on a fun and exciting adventure to kill the
rats in Wyatt, on-campus houses and Trimble. They get
a shiny nickel for each one they kill.
Send the prospies to CHWS to "donate" blood. They
might tell you they suffer from hemophilia, but don't
believe their lies.
Kidnap the non-white prospies. The Diversity Center
desperately needs new blood, and besides, Jewish people aren't really a minority.
Send the really freaky ones to the Theatre Department. It's about time we brought back sideshows. Besides they like freaks.
Figure out which ones obviously lied on their application and take them to meet the CSOC professors. We
hear they like that sort of thing over there.
Test their skills with a hatchet. This is a very important part of being a Logger.
Pick out the PLU sympathizers and beat them with a
sack of doorknobs. (We're only Methodists, not Christian. There's an entirely different set of commandments.)
Hold a battle royale to determine which prospie gets
to be ASUPS president for a day.
Quiz the prospies on the 14th century history of Bulgaria. This is an essential part of being a student at UPS.
If you don't know what we're talking about now, check
your core requirements before registration.
If all else fails, stick that mother in your closet to
keep him safe from the campus lurer.
Khurzad Farzad is only bitter because he was turned down
from a tour guide job and the fact that he didn't spend the
night when he was a prospie.

ATTN: READER

Think you've got what it takes to write for the
Combat Zone? Have any amusing problems?
How about a severe lack of self esteem and the
need for just one last thing to push you over to the
edge? If so, submit an article as a word attachment
to trail@ups.edu . Each week the Combat Zone
editors will choose the best, funniest, wittiest and
most pathetic submissions to be featured in that
week's issue. Who knows ... you just might see
your name in print some day.

Song
to the Editor
The Combat Zone actually received a submission
it liked. Or rather, we were given no choice but to
like it, being that the writer threatened us with a gun.
Anyway, after things calmed down and a serious issue was avoided, we decided that it was probably in
our best interest to appease their demands and print
this. See, we kept our end of the bargain! Can we
please have our families back? Please?
"This Land is My Land: Dick Cheney's Version"
As I was shooting up some old men's faces,
I thought of poor folk put through their paces,
And thought of rich folks covering all their bases,
I thought good thing that I'm a rich, white male.
This land ain't your land
If you're a poor man.
This land is my land
`Cause that was God's plan.
It's time that you knew
That no one cares for you;
This land was made for rich, white males.
As I kept walking and I kept musing,
I thought that race can be so confusing,
Co-equal treatment I'm for refusing
To all those too stupid to be pale.
This land ain't your land
If you're a black man.
This land is my land
Due to my brain pan.
Ain't it time that you knew
That we don't care 'bout you;
This land was made for rich, white males.
If you get pregnant, take a trip to Sweden.
If you've no money, better do some pleadin'.
Your plans and dreams soon will be recedin'.
For in this land the laws are made by men.
This land ain't your land.
You're just a hired hand.
This land is my land
`Cause I be the man.
I think I've told you
That no one cares 'bout you;
This land was made for rich, white males.

This author was not in fact a 6 foot 1, male, caucasian
sporting a polo shirt and jeans, flaunting a UPS hoodie.
We swear to God, we never saw his face!

UPS Faculty starts swim team with speedo full of dreams
By Hugh Reeka
Trail Chlorine Correspondent
The perennial successes of the UPA
men's and women's swimming teams
reached the attention of UPS faculty during a Cinco de Marzo Party held on Mar.
5 at the Watering Hole, a.k.a. the Faculty Club. Inspired by the triumphs of the
students' teams, and by several plates of
chile rellenos, several faculty decided to
form a swim-team.
"There's quite a bit of hidden aquatic
talent on the faculty," Coach Jerry Jetsam
said, whom the faculty hired as interim
coach. "Very well hidden. Submerged,
even. A lot of the faculty were on swimteams in high school, back in the 19th century. Others own autographed photos of
Mark Spitz and David Hasselhoff."
When asked if he was concerned about
the physical conditioning of the faculty,
Jetsam said, "What conditioning? I'll
keep the professors in the shallow end for
the first few weeks. They'll either wear
water-wings or have an out-rigger attached."

Bale Lean, coach of the faculty's Sumo
Wrestling Team, expressed cautious support for Jetsam. "I'm praying for Jerry,"
Lean said.
The UPS Pod, as the team is known,
will compete against wet faculty from
other Northwest liberal-arts colleges.
Events at these swim-meets will include
the following:

faster than lightning."
"Practices should be fun," observed
Debbie Ahab, assistant professor of extremely long novels. "I hope there's some
blood in the water. For me, swimming
isn't a sport; it's an obsession."
Jetsam admitted that as a coach, he faces some special challenges.
"For one thing,
we've yet to idenThe 10-meter
"What conditioning? I'll keep tify a company
dog-paddle.
the professors in the shallow end that manufacThe indefinite for the first few weeks. They'll ei- tures speedos that
are large enough.
float.
The individual ther wear water-wings or have an Michelin and Goodyear weren't up to
medley, featuring the out-rigger attached."
the challenge. Fire50-meter flail, the
—Coach Jerry Jetsam stone won't return
tread, the 2-meter
our calls. Right now
bubble-maker and
we're negotiating
the one-meter cry for
with a flag-maker in Budapest. Also, the
assistance.
The 100-meter dead butterfly.
faculty tend to argue a lot. Some of them
demand to know what water means, for
The 5-meter breech.
example, while others insist they're al"I'm excited," Jacques DeBarge said, ways on, not in, water. Others talk endprofessor of International Political Phys- lessly about wave and particle theory. It's
ics. "I've been practicing in my wading hard to get them not to eat', at least 20 minpool at home. They call me Flipper. I'm utes before practice, too.

A reporter asked whether the University
had expressed support for faculty swimmers. "Absolutely," Herbert Hook said,
team captain and professor of Marine
Politics.
"Ron Thomas is a former surfer, and
he thinks the idea is bitchin. The Board
of Trustees has been really enthusiastic,"
Captain Hook went on to say. "They
gave us a radio and a toaster to toss in the
water when we practice! We can't wait to
try them out."
The Trail interviewed several students
who reacted positively to the idea. "I like
to watch the practices," sophmore Linda
Gunwale, from Portland said. "Sometimes I throw chum in the water, and the
professors really get moving."
The Campus Sustainability organization
has endorsed the idea of a faculty swim
team. "Because of the principles of displacement," Dale Archimedes, president
of the group said, "the faculty needs very
little water in the pool when they swim.
Just a few drops, really."
Hugh Reeka idolizes Michael Phelps,
including the Drunk Driving Violation that
occurred months after his meteoric rise to

Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions of The Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please send complaints to trailigups.edu.
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"HEY You," old lady,
thank you for walking
your dog on campus.
It's really cute.

"HEY You," UPS

Dean, stop using
the royal "we"
when really you
are referring to the
terrible ideas you
come up with all on
your own.
"HEY You," stop
calling me after
your shower when
you are listening to
Sarah McLachlan.
"HEY You," Crew
Team, boats don't
float very well
when they have
holes in them.
"HEY You," tall,
dark and handsome,
I know you like me
and you know you
like me, so stop
beating around the
bush and ask me
out!
"HEY You," Muay
Thai Warrior,
where's our Diet
Dr. Pepper? And
Blockbuster keeps
calling us about the
movie you never
returned.
"HEY You," we've
been waiting three
weeks for that Diet
Dr. Pepper; you
should probably get
on top of that.
"HEY You," spooning DJ, you once
played a song, "If
You Were Mine."
I've been dreaming
ever since.
"HEY You," UnSecurity guard;
maybe if you put
down your coffee
and did your job, I
would still have my
car stereo.

"HEY You," Crew
Team, suck it
bitches!
"HEY You," the
world doesn't revolve around you. I
can't wait for you to
graduate and have
the real world kick
you in the ass!
"HEY You," I'm
going to figure out
who your most favorite sports caster
is, and then you will
lose the bet, and
will have to have a
facebook profile ...
get ready for it!
"HEY You," when
the moon hits your
eye like a big pizza
pie, that's amore.
"HEY You," even if
I did have a million
dollars — which I
do not — I would
definitely not spend
one penny of it on
your sorry a**!
"HEY You," quit
asking me about
my damn facebook
profile!
"HEY You," thanks
so much for getting
naked and running
around in the middle of singing ... it
was really touching.
"HEY You," do you
not comprehend
that when I am
driving home from
a greasy hang-over
breakfast at the sub,
I will run you down
with my car if you
ever walk in front
of it again? Just
thought I should
warn you.

"HEY You," when
you realize what
a huge mistake
you've made, and
you come back to
fix things, I will
be long gone. Just
wanted you to
know.
"HEY You," if you
ever suspected that
you were being
stalked, you were
right. I hide out in
your bushes.
"HEY You," maybe
if you would stop
doing incredibly
stupid and outrageous things all
of the time, there
would be fewer
"hey you" ads
directed to your
pretty face.
"HEY You," why
do you always call
me crazy-pants?
My pants are not
crazy, nor is my
brain.
"HEY You," thanks
for stealing my
keys and making
me think that I was
sleep-walking. I
will never forget
how touching that
was to my heart.
"HEY You," don't
you think it's time
for bonfire season
to finally arrive?
I wait all year for
the Catch Phrase
around a fire inside
a tin can!
"HEY You," way
to only want to be
around me when
you need something. I think that's
called using someone, and I hate it.

"HEY You," do you
need somewhere to
live next year? E-mail
"HEY You," do you lkinney@ups.edu.
think you could
"Hay You," you
wear any more
stone
foxx! I want
make up than you
already have on? to get in your magic
pants!
Because honestly,
as it stands now,
"HEY You," my
I would just love
favorite
RDG dancer,
to scrape off that
foundation with a your poster is in the
process of being
butter knife.
made!
"HEY You," if you
wanna be my lover, "HEY You," you
you gotta get with bad parallel parker, I
didn't know four feet
my friends.
was close enough to
"HEY You," when- the curb. I hope you
get sideswiped.
ever you come to
the conclusion that
we are lovers, I will "HEY You," clean up
your dam room!
remind you that I
told you that two
weeks ago, and then "HEY You," me?
we will be able to You've got the power,
get on with things. the power of voodoo.
Who do? You do!
"HEY You," Lan"HEY You," TPD,
glow kid, wake
leave my friends
up and smell the
alone!
pheromones. All
the ladies love you!
"HEY You," with
Pick one!
the bag, I've got the
"HEY You," you hat — let's rule the
are the hottest ever! mountain together.
And yes, you can
"HEY You," who stand on top naked if
you want.
broke the Todd
window, 'fess up!
"HEY You," women's
"HEY You," Zas, lax team, great win
my country-lison Sunday!
tening partner in
crime, you know, "HEY You," girl from
there's gotta be third floor Harrington,
something more,
shout me a holler!
but I'm in a hurry
to get things done,
"HEY You," let's quit
so take your cat and the game, ask me out!
leave my sweater
because there ain't "HEY You," congrats
nothing 'bout you on the Spring break
that makes me not
GRE study session!
want to say, some Maybe you'll man up
days you gotta
next time!
dance.
"HEY You," rats,
Wyatt ain't yo
home.

"Hey You," want to put a "Hey You" ad in?
Just e mail trailheyyou@ups.edu before 5 p.m. on
Wednesdays to see your anonymous thoughts in
print. Now you can talk the talk and walk the walk ...
anonymously.
-

"HEY You," novice crew, your new
haircuts are very
becoming on you!

"HEY You," mice, get
out of our house!
"HEY You," SUB,
thanks for the individ,
ual napkin caddies!
"HEY You," boy
from fist floor, do you
even know where the
third floor is?
"HEY You," say what
you mean and mean
you say ... this is too
little, too late. Your
loss.
"Hay You," only 33
days left until reading
period, a.k.a. dance
party 2006, part III!
"HEY You," stop
sexiling me! It's my
room too!
"HEY You," Mr.
know-it-all in my Exercise Science class, I
think I have a better
grade than you, so
shut up!
"HEY You," Sports
Editor, get your
softball facts right
or pay the price!
We never went to
Florida and there's
nobody named Laura
on our team!
"HEY You," guy
who walks your dog
in front of my house,
stop letting it crap on
my lawn!
"HEY You," can you
please not yell at me
when I am trying to
get water ... cutting
in line is not very
nice either.
"HEY You," Guster,
thanks for rocking
my world!

092006 Elliot Trotter

And I just
used the last
band-aid.

"HEY You," f**k you, "Hay You," Thurs"HEY You," with
I did not put that "hey day night, thank you
the ugly tires, get
them out of my living you" ad in the paper; I for being the high.suggest you stop being light of my week!
room.
!
"HEY You," April
"HEY You," quit getting so pissed off, it's "HEY You," next time, Fool's Day, are you
ready for what's
only wine tasting.
let's at least pretend
coming
to you? P.S.
we're going on some
"Hay You," I didn't sort pf date ... that way By April Fool's Day,
mean to spell your
I don't have to call it a I mean my friends!
name wrong in the
random hook-up.
"Hay You," you and
paper ... my bad!
I both know I show
"Hay You," UPS
you a better time
"HEY You," I love
watching you in your students, get out of the than your girlfriend
bubble and actually
ever could. Maybe
tennis shorts from the
learn about current
sidelines! It's such a
that means it's time
events. There was a
great way to pass my
to dump her?
mass
murder in Seattle.
boring afternoons!
Got it?
"HEY You," do
you remember the
"HEY You," stop
"Hay You," Secudrawing penises on
good old days of
rity guards, why don't Dooddle Bears and
my board in TP!
you spend your time Hop Scotch? I wish
You're a perv!
finding perps instead things were easy like
of writing me endless
that; now we just
"HEY You," cute guy
tickets. You guys are
deal with alcohol
in my 3 p.m. class.
driving me crazy!
and men!
Start coming to class
so I can stare at you!

SuDoku Rules:

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank squares in
a game with the correct numbers. There are three very simple
constraints to follow. In a 9 by 9 square:

1. Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits I through 9
in any order.
2. Every column of 9 numbers must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
3. Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square must include
all digits 1 through 9.

Good Luck!

7
5

3

4

3

2
9 2

6 5
4

"HEY You," football
player, there is no
system. Get over
yourself.
"HEY You," juvenile
delinquents, stop being delinquents.

PUZZLE COURTESY OF 4PUZ.CO

THE TRAIL CLASSIFIEDS POLICY
The Trail reserves the right to remove any classified ad listing without warning, notice or refund. The Trail shall not be held liable for the
content or accuracy of its Classified or Hey You ads. The opinions of the "Hey You" ads do not represent the opinions of The Trail or The Trail
Staff. No personal names are allowed in the "Hey You" ads. The Trail reserves the right to modify or discontinue any and all parts of the ad,
and without notice. The reader agrees not to use the The Trail's Classified/Hey You" ad section to create damaging, unlawful, harmful or
threatening content; commit libel or false accusations; be false, inaccurate or misleading; or discriminate in any way shape or form. Although
The Trail strives to accurately portray each reader's classified or "Hey You" ad, providing a service for the UPS community, The Trail always

has the final say in the final copy of the Classified/'Hey You ad section.
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Inaugural World Baseball Classic a hit among purists
By Quentin Flores
qflores@ups.edu
Sports Writer
Spring is in the air and it is time for the Voice of the
People to once again weigh in on issues that are surely
on the minds of every student at UPS. The people have
written and the verdict is in: they want me to give my
opinion on the recently concluded World Baseball Classic. Let me give it to you straight; I loved the WBC more
than any other sporting event in recent memory. I know
it is hard to believe, but I even liked it more than say,
women's softball. Shocking.
Let me start off by giving you a little taste of how
the event was run. The WBC showcased 14 teams all
representing different countries around the world. The
teams included the United States, Japan, Korea, China,
Chinese-Taipei, Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic,
Venezuela, South Africa, Cuba, Netherlands, Mexico,
Canada, Australia, Panama and Italy.
The tournament format included four rounds and four
individual starting pools. After the first round the number
of teams was cut in half to eight. After the second round,
the two best teams from each pool met in a head-to-head
game to see who would reach the finals. Some say this
was a questionable system and I agree to a certain point,
however we will touch on that a little later.
When the first pitch was thrown, there were many
questions that were circling around in the air like pollen spores on a bright sunny Tacoma afternoon. Would
the players really care about the games, how hard would
they play, would the fans come out to see the games
and most importantly would the U.S. come away with
a championship?
All those questions were answered and more, and it
became apparent that the common joy of baseball has
spread around the world. I will discuss the actual winners and loser of the tournament later, but right now I
want to focus on what the WBC taught us about baseball
around the world.
What was once America's game has now spread to
many different countries and is now being played in a
variety of styles. We are used to the traditional American
style of play since the game originated in the U.S., however it was apparent that the other countries have added
their own flare to the game.
For instance, let's focus on the WBC champion Japan
team. Their pitchers all had hitches in their wind-ups

Logger Sports Scores
W Lacrosse

UPS 17

Oberlin 12

Baseball

UPS 3

PLU 2

UPS 9

PLU 2

UPS 12

PLU 7

UPS 4

U'W 5

M Tennis

UPS 4

Willamette 3

W Tennis

UPS 8

Willamette 1

UPS 7

PLU 2

UPS 24

Reed 0

Rugby

Logger Sports on Tap
Baseball

at Pacific April 1 (131-1) & April 2

Softball

at Pacific April 1 (DH)

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Ichiro looks at yet another single for the Japanese national
team. Ichiro was the only major league player on the Japanese
squad that won the innagural World Baseball Classic and the
only MLB player in the final as Japan defeated Cuba.

that would make even Hideo Nomo jealous and the hitters all sported stances that made Ichiro seem normal
and boring. Style was another aspect the Japanese team
spiced up. We are used to earrings and pants pulled over
the shoes. The Japanese sported more wrist-bands than
Deion Sanders and had necklaces roughly as thick as
dog chains.
Style of play was another aspect that was vastly different among different countries. The U.S., Dominican
Republic, Venezuela and Puerto Rico were teams built
around hitting. It is important to note that the Latin
teams all had pitching that would tend to fill out a typical all-star roster. In contrast, the Asian teams were built
around pitching, speed and defense. The Korean team
didn't make an error in seven games during the classic.
For those of you ruffians who don't understand baseball that is a eye-opening stat. On some of the stellar
teams I have played on in the past, it was almost routine
to make several errors in one inning, let alone in a game.

To make no errors in a tournament is staggering, and
I think we all learned that to beat an Asian team you
have to expect to beat them, because they will not beat
themselves.
Another aspect that I must touch on is the fact that
the U.S. is a bunch of punks. It all started when many
of the best players in the nation started to pull out from
the classic. -Players such as Billy Wagner, Tim Hudson,
Barry Bonds and others pulled out for "health" or "team
bonding" reason. This is part of the reason why the U.S.
did so poorly. Another reason they did so poorly is because they choked like a fat man on a piece of Salisbury
steak. The only person who could hit the ball is my favorite player of all time Ken Griffey Jr. Griffey had three
bombs and had the second highest average of all players in the WBC. Just remember folks, it ain't iffy if it's
Griffey. Although I feel I have devoted too much time
to U.S., I would just like to say that they lost to Canada,
Mexico and Korea. Totally unexpected and unacceptable if you are the U.S.
Moving on to bigger and better things, it was totally
awe-inspiring to see the fans of the other countries. I
go to Mariner games and people get drunk off beer and
are generally quiet and boring. Zoom hundreds of miles
away to the Carribbean and take a look at the fans who
were in Puerto Rico to watch the Latin teams play.
Drinking their pina coladas and carrying their trumpets and drums they were almost as fun to watch as the
players. They would stay on their feet from the first to
the ninth and they partied and danced while their teams
won or lost. It was more than just a sporting event: it was
a baseball game, concert and dance party all in one.
Finally I would like to talk about the winners of the
WBC; the team from the land of the rising sun, Japan.
Lead by MLB super-star Ichiro Suzuki team Japan snuck
into the semi-finals and beat Korea, and finally beat the
Cubans 10-6 in the final. Japan's manager was Sadahara
Oh, World Homerun King. He reminded me more of
Mr. Miagi than an actual baseball manager. However,
he made all the moves that lead Japan to the title. Often
during the tournament Oh would sit one of his best players for most of the game. Then, in critical situations, Oh
would send Kosuke Fukudome to pinch hit, always corning through in the clutch like Michael Jordan in Space
Jam. If I could compare Oh to one person or thing, it
would be the Jedi Master, Yoda. As Yoda would say Do
or do not. There is no try. This is the ultimatum Oh gave
SEE WBC PAGE 19

Logger athletes of the week
Chris Dunbar (Junior, Camano Island, Wash.) earns honors after hitting for the cycle
the Mar. 26 12-7 win over Pacific Lutheran. Dunbar also hit two grand slams on the
week, hitting one on Mar. 22 at Washington and one on Mar. 26
against the Lutes. He was named NWC Player of the Week on
Mar. 28.
Carrie Sabochik (Senior, Englewood, Colo.) earns honors after
scoring four goals for the women's lacrosse team as the Loggers
won their season opener, 17-12, over the Oberlin Yeowomen on
Mar. 26 afternoon. Sabochik converted on half of her eight shots and picked up three
ground balls in the process.

at Willamette April 2 (DH)
M Tennis

at George Fox at noon

W Tennis

at George Fox at noon

Track & Field

at Whitworth Invitational April 1

M Lacrosse

vs Albertson at Mason April 2 at noon

M Golf

at NWC Spring Classic April 2 & 3

W Golf

at NWC Spring Classic April 1 & 2

M Crew •

at NCRC Invite April 1

W Crew

at NCRC Invite April I

Trail Stat of the Week
The Logger baseball team has really turned their
season in a positive direction after a great weekend of play. The Loggers swept their ever-tough
cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran in a three-game
set and almost pulled off a stunning upset of a
Division I University of Washington team that
owns the third best record in the Pac-10. After
their solid weekened, the Loggers find themselves in the midst of a heated race for the NWC
crown. It's tough to say how the year will play
out, but the last time UPS won the NWC title in
baseball was 1936.

STEVENS come
(NO FOOLIN G DAY
4PRI"51
)

BASEBALL CLUB

Opening Weekend
Loggers Special!
April 6-9
Show your UPS student, faculty, or employee ID
at the Tacoma Rainiers ticket office and receive a

2-for-1 DISCOUNT
on any reserved or general admission seats during
Opening Weekend, April 6-9, 2006!
For more information call 752-7700.

anu
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Logger crews start season off on starboard foot at Daffodil Cup

•

By Matt Stevens

mrstevens@ups.edu
Sports Editor

On a cold and blustery morning at American Lake, which soon developed into a
sunny and warm afternoon, the UPS crew teams opened their spring season in fine
fashion at the Daffodil Cup on Mar. 25. Though the men and women posted only two
wins on the day, the Loggers had a very good opening meet.
"We had a strong showing for our first regatta of the season," sophomore Tristan
Orford said. "Considering how young we are, we pulled very well."
The two wins for the Loggers were the Women's Novice Four and the Men's Two. In
the Men's Two, the Loggers took the top two places in the race.
The meet was a great test for the Loggers because Division II National Champion
Western Washington competed as did Washington State University, a highly skilled
club team. Also at the Daffodil Cup Regatta, co-hosted by UPS and PLU, were PLU,
the University of Portland, Evergreen College and Lewis & Clark College.
"Going into the meet we knew we were going to have a tough time with Western
just because they are so far ahead in training," Orford said. "They have that head start
because they started their training early in the winter, but there is no reason we can't
catch them by the end of the year. We did it last year."
In the Men s Varsity Eight race, the UPS squad fell to Washington State and Lewis &
Clark. On the women's side, UPS was only 1.7 seconds behind Western Washington's
eight boat. The Logger women's squad finished fourth last year at the Din national
tournament.
Orford noted that the men identified how Lewis & Clark beat the Loggers and how
UPS can recover for upcoming races.
"We've identified our mistakes and failures from that race," Orford said. "We know
who and where to pick it up for next time."
UPS has extra incentive to catch Lewis & Clark as former program director at UPS
is now miming the that program. Orford also complimented the strong showings.
"The women rowed really well," Orford said. "They're already rowing really well so
they can only get better as they train more and get more experience."
The Men's Varsity Four fimshed in third place behind Washington State and Western, though only a mere 10 seconds behind Washington State. The Women's Varsity
Four came in second, nine seconds behind winner Lewis & Clark, but eight seconds
ahead of Western Washington.
Orford was a part of the winning pair boat but had great things to say about his
teammates who placed in second in the race, just three seconds ahead of junior Russell
Howe and Conner Swathout.
"The guys who got second were amazing," Orford said. "Conner and Russell rowed
a much more technical race. We were just two big guys able to muscle up."

•
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/ZACH UHLMANN

The Novice Four-Man boat prepares for their race at the Daffodil Cup. Wyatt Lewin (front) was forced
to row on the port side for the first time in his career as the Loggers were short members.

On April 1, the Loggers travel to Vancouver, Wash. for the Northwest Collegiate
Rowing Conference Invitational Regatta on Vancouver Lake. Teams expected to compete include Western, Gonzaga, Oregon State, Humbolt State, Long Beach State, Seattle Pacific, Seattle University, Lewis & Clark, Evergreen, Willamette and UPS.
Orford is excited for the Regatta as they get to see new teams.
"We'll be testing against some unknowns," Orford said. "We also get to compete
against some D-I schools."
Last year in the Men's Varsity Eight competition, the Loggers lost by .5 seconds to
Oregon State. Orford wants to do better this year.
"There are always lots of surprises out there, which teams have good crews," Orford
said. "We are expecting to be in the top three again."
Matt Stevens's pet giraffe was last seen gallivanting down Sixth Ave.
If you have any information to its whereabouts, please contact him.

The Varsity Eight-Woman pulls in at the end of their race, just 1.7 seconds behind D-I1 defending National Champion Western Washington University. The Loggers beat Lewis (Si Clark (rear) by
more than six seconds. The Loggers travel to Vancouver, Wash. on April 1 for the Northwest Collegiate Rowing Conference Invitational Regatta.

Madness

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
"We represent more than just a basketball team," Lar- to realize just how amazing this month of sport really
ranaga said.
is. Each of these games are battles of epic proportions
I really wish that I would have been able to retain my with teams fighting to prove they belong or proving to
state of consciousness after that initial remark, but my the "experts" that they didn't belong in the tournament
mind went awry, as I hadjust burned my grilled cheese in the first place, coaches trying to build a program or
sandwich. However, while the comment may have losing their jobs after huge losses, teams trying to bebeen out of context, I couldn't help but think about the come dynasties orproving that dynasties are becoming
mind-boggling truth of such a remark.
impossible to build in college basketball in this day and
This George Mason squad and others like LSU, Wi- age and others living up the great expectations thrust
chita State, Bradley, Georgetown and even UCLA have upon them by past teams or falling flat on their face and
all proved that I have no nght to claim myself a brack- being forever remembered as the team that fell short of
etologist because the would-be science of bracketol- their destined greatness.
ogy does not even exist. These teams defied any and
Each game is an eruption waiting to happen, and,
all laws of the science of bracktherefore, you will almost never
etology. In fact, now that I exsee a bad game. Because eve
amine it even further, the mere
game is a dogfight, rarely w ill
This year's Madness teams have de- you ever see a one-sided affair.
title of the event, which contains
fied
any and all laws of the science of It's great for the true nature of
the world madness, denies any
right of science to exist in such bracketology. In fact, now that I exam- sport and for all those underdogs
an area. However, up until now, ine it even further, the mere title of the out there, because in this gloriit would have been impossible event, which contains the world mad- ous arena of Mar., perhaps more
to convince me of this, because ness, denies any right of science to exist than any other month of any oththere may not be a time in my in such an area.
er sport, any team can beat any
life in which I am much more
other in any game.
alive than when I'm sculpting
So as I watch George Mason
my bracket for this glorious
take on April 1, I can honestly
month.
say that I will watch the game not as a bracketologist
However, I now realize that March Madness is not desperately hoping that the game will prove my suall about the ruthless pursuit of winning the $50 in the penor judgment, but as a basketball fan hoping to see
bracket pool that will buy me enough Raman to get another great game of NCAA mayhem. And it is all
me by for another month. It's not about the everlastmg because of those pesky Patriots. Or maybe it's because
satisfaction of knowing that the cocky son of a bitch these Final Four games don't really matter because I've
J.J. Redick ended his college career on the worst game already mathematically . won all of my brackets and
of his life. And it's not even about ensuring bragging have secured bragging rights for another year.
rights for an entire year as you watch Tyrus Thomas
Ah screw it, what am I talking about? This was a cool
stuff the hopes of your moron housemate, who believes article, inspiring and all that good stuff, but I'll be a
the Duke Blue Devils are God's gift to this earth, even bracketologist for life. You gotta have stones to pick the
if he can't pronounce their coach's last name. March Tigers to beat the Dukies, and I did it. I don't care if I
Madness is about the glory of the game of basketball.
don't have the right to declare myself a bracketologist,
So many people are caught up in the magnificence or I'm doing it anyway. Viva la Bracketology baby!
misfortune of each game as they watch their brackets
Will Holden's pet snake recently escaped from a Samuel L.
Jackson holding cell encased inside a Boeing 737.
come to fruition or fall apart. So much so that it's hard

Lacrosse

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
advantage of the team's great play.
UPS had strong performances across the board to win
with a final score of 17-12. Senior Kate Cuno tallied
three goals and an assist, while sophomores Julie Weiss
and Ellen Fisher, along with freshmen Jessica Knight
and senior Ella Brown, each recorded two goals of their
own. The underclassmen have been playing at the level
of their senior teammates, and the victory was a great
example. Nine goals were scored by seniors and six were
scored by first or second year players.
"These players have been skilled from the start and
now that they are used to the collegiate level, they have
stepped up almost perfectly," Bricker said.
According to Sabochik, the win over Oberlin is an excellent stepping stone for winning the rest of their season.
Much promise could be found in the game, both physically and mentally.
"Our transition game was great. We were making good
passing connections down the field," Sabochik said. "But
I think the most important thing that we gained from this
game is confidence."
The women's lacrosse team is off until they travel to
Cali. on April 7 to compete against Redlands.
Joe Engler had a pet penguin, but gave it up for Lent.

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS

UPS' Ellen Fischer (10) avoids the wrath of an Oberlin defender.
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Men's and Women's Tennis down Willamette

WBC

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

17

bles and coming back with victories in four out of six
singles matches.
sdoane@ups.edu
"The match was closer than expected," Andrew Neal
said. "But it gave us an opportunity to prove ourselves."
Sports Writer
This was demonstrated in the singles matches that folOn Mar 24 the men and women's tennis teams played lowed. The key point in the meet, according to Nick AmWillamette, the men hosting while the women traveling land, was Drew Gemmer's match, which put UPS in the
lead for the first time.
to Salem, Ore.
"It was pivotal match and it gave us the upper hand,"
The men had a close call, losing two of their three douAmland said.
On the other hand, the Logger ladies swept through
three doubles matches and five singles matches, just
missing a shutout game, losing only one singles match
in the tournament.
On the women's team, Katie Schultz received the
NWC Women's Tennis Player of the Week award and
was judged to have played the best in the conference. In
this game, she won a 6-0 and a 6-1 victory at Willamette.
Overall she is 8-1 for the season.
The UPS women's team is ranked second in the conference, while the men's team is ranked fourth.
The tennis team is currently preparing for their next
bid
at PLU on Mar. 28 at George Fox on April 1.
"e had good matches against them last year," Neal
said. "Hopefully this year we can step it up and capitalize
on some important opportunities."
Although George Fox is not being overlooked, PLU is
considered both a bigger threat and rival (especially for
the men who lost to them last season) and the Loggers
are anxious to take them on.
"Even if we lose on Wednesday, I think it's important
that we have confidence for the George Fox game," Amland said.

his players and it worked.
Never will I forget the Japanese names of first baseman Michihiro Ogasawara, and pitchers Shunsuke Watanabe and Daisuke Matsuzaka. Matsuzaka will be getting much consideration from major league teams and
will be in the MLB as soon as
he is out of his Japanese league
contract. Some of you may recall seeing a pitcher scrape his
knuckles on the ground as he unleashed a submarine pitch more
wicked than Captain Nemo's
Nautilus. That pitcher was Wantanabe. If you missed team Japan play and want to see Asian
baseball for yourselves, Shaun
Kiriu and myself play baseball
for UPS everyday. Come on out
to the field to see a dose of baseball with a little flare.
PHOTO COURTESY GOOGLE IMAGES
I will leave you with a few
closing thoughts. First and fore- Sadahara Oh searches
most, all beverages taste better for his zen.
cold. Second, I will never forget David Ortiz hitting a bomb
and throwing his bat at the Puerto Rican dugout, or the
usually reserved Ichiro Suzuki telling the other Asian
teams that they will always have to kiss the feet of the
Japanese. Most importantly, I will remember players
playing with passion and fire during every pitch, at-bat
and game. I believe I could literally feel the electricity
being created through the television set. Either that or
my phone was on vibrate in my pocket. Either way the
WBC was baseball at its finest and this fan can't wait
for round two.

Shanell Doane has a cute wee kitty with claws that
Lucifer himself would be proud of.

Quentin Flores does all the research for his columns with
a large scruffy cat mising an ear on his lap.

Men win 4-3 while women cruise to a near sweep in an 8-1 victory
By Shanell Doane

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/TALIA SORRENTINO

Molly Clevenger serves in a recent match for the Loggers.

Baseball
bled down the left field line to bring in
Messerli who singled on and Weber who
walked on. AJ Jorg brought in Bayha off
of a double to left center. The sixth inning
ended 8-1 with UPS up seven on PLU.
Weidenbach hit his second homerun of
the game in the seventh inning, putting
the Loggers up 9-1. The Lutes were able
to add one more run to the board, before
the game with 9-2 victory for the Loggers.
Scandling pitched all nine innings, giving
up nine hits and allowing just two runs to
score, only one of which was earned.
The last game of the series started off
strong for PLU. In the first inning PLU
scored three runs off of UPS' starting
pitcher Ryan Gustafson. The Loggers were
able to get one of those runs back though

in the bottom of the first when Weidenbach
hit a homer to right. Gustafson started off
the third inning by putting three Lutes on
base, one of whom scored. Chris Owens
then came in to relieve Gustafson and the
Lutes were able to bring in to more runs
before the inning ended with PLU up 6-1.
The Loggers rallied though in the bottom of the fifth inning and scored three
runs off of two hits. Jorg was the first to
cross home for the Loggers in the fifth
when Dunbar hit a double out down the
right field line. Messerli then hit a two
RBI single to bring in Kiriu, who walked
on, and Dunbar to end the inning with the
Loggers only down two, 6-4.
The Logger field turned into a shooting
range for the Lutes in the bottom of the
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Where will YOU live
next year (or even this
summer)?
You can find apartment, house,
and room listings at:
www.ups.edu/dsa/offcampus
Other questions about living offcampus? Visit our office, send us
an email, or even IM us!
WSC 203 / offcampus@ups.edu
AIM: UPSoffcampus

Off-Campus
Student Services

sixth inning. The PLU pitcher hit three
Loggers in a row: Jorg, Marcek and then
Kinu. With the three men on, Dunbar hit
a triple, bringing in all three Loggers and
giving UPS a 7-6 lead in the game.
Owens gave up his only run of the game
to the Lutes in the top of the seventh.
"Our pitching staff really stepped up this
weekend," pitcher Quentin Flores said.
"With several of our pitchers hurt it was
important that the remaining ones really
step up."
With the game tied 7-7, it was once
again time for the Logger offense to step
up, and step up they did. Bayha was the
first of five to score in the seventh inning.
The next three Loggers, Newland, Marcek
and Kiriu, scored on a grand slam hit by

TRACK & FIELD
Triple-jumper Jena Robinson strengthened her case for an at-largespot at the
NCAA Division III Championships, bettering her provisional qualifying mark by
six inches, jumping 37-10.00 to take the
triple jump title at the UPS Open on Friday
afternoon at Baker Stadium in Tacoma,
Wash. The host Loggers took both of the
team titles with 222 points on the men's
side and 180 points on the women's side.
Despite hail at times, 11 new meet
records were set during the event. Freshman Karen Chase won the women's shot
put in just her second collegiate meet with
a mark of 39-11.50, the third best distance
in the NWC this season.
The Loggers will hit the road for the

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
Dunbar. With the homerun Dunbar completed the cycle, hitting a single, double,
triple and homerun all in the game, with
eight RBIs and gave the Loggers the 12-7
victory.
With the sweep of the Lutes the Loggers look forward to next weekend when
the UPS baseball team travels to Forrest
Grove Ore. to face Pacific University who
is currently second in the conference.
"Its going to be a big weekend, next
weekend. Pacific is second," pitcher Chris
Owens said. "We have to keep up the momentum and continue playing as a team
and playing strong."
Helen MacDonald cies every time Shadow
comes over that hill in Homeward Bound.

first time next weekend when they head to
Spokane for the Whitworth Invitational on
April 1.

GOLF
The Puget Sound golf teams hit the links
again on Mar. 26 with the women found
victory in a dual over Pacific Lutheran
while the men ended up in the middle of
the pack, placing fourth at the Pacific Invitational.
The women stayed home to take on Pacific Lutheran in a dual meet on Sunday at
Oakbrook Country Club. Thanks to rounds
of 89 from Emily Lau and Laura Stafford,
the Loggers earned the 12-stroke victory
over the Lutes, 371-383.
The men were at the Pacific Invitational,
played at Pumpkin Ridge in North Plains,
Ore. and placed fourth with a score of 633,
20 strokes behind leader Whitworth. Scott
Brozena led the Loggers, shooting rounds
of 79 and 74 for a 153, good enough to
tie for third. Whitworth won the team title
with a score of 613, one stroke better than
Linfield. Pacific Lutheran's Brian Misterek won medallist honors with a 148.
The Loggers will be in action again
next weekend when they play in the NWC
Spring Classic in Oregon.

CLUB RUGBY
On Mar. 25, the UPS Rugby Football
Club hosted their first home match of the
year, routing visiting Reed College 240. UPS scored early and often, through
a combination of overpowering forward
play and skillful ball movement. UPS'
defense was stifling, with a balanced and
unrelenting attack.
UPS began the game with a combination
of skillful goal kicks and tremendous goal
line stands. What followed was a dominating performance by UPS for the rest of the
game, both offensively and defensively.
Among those who scored were freshman
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/SAM ARMACIDO wing Matt Kwock and junior lock Andrew
Brendan Mason sinks an important put in a Chow.
The next game for UPS Rugby is April
recent match.
8 at Seattle University.
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Logger baseball sweeps PLU, 1.5 games out in NWC
By Helen MacDonald
hmacdonald@ups.edu
Sports Writer

ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES/PAUL WICKS
Logger pitcher Devon Zeller blows a fastball by a Lute hitter
in the Mar. 26 win.

Get out the brooms, spring cleaning has begun! The
Logger (12-9, 6-3) baseball team swept the Pacific Lutheran Lutes (12-11, 6-6) in a three game series over Mar.
25 and 26.
"The PLU series was the biggest series of the season so
far," pitcher Kyle Channilor said. "We bumped up four
spots in the standings, from seventh to third. And the fact
that it's PLU only makes it sweeter."
Senior Taylor Thompson started off the weekend strong
for the Loggers when he pitched a complete game. For
the first five innings though, PLU held the lead, scoring
their first run of the game in the second inning when a
Lute, on base by an error, scored off of a sacrifice fly. The
following inning the Lutes scored another run off an error
to increase their lead to 2-0.
In the bottom of the sixth inning the Loggers finally
answered back. Outfielder Shaun Messerli got a hit to get
on base and a double from first baseman Tanner Webber
scored Messerli for the first Logger run of the game.
The success for UPS continued with a sacrifice bunt by
second baseman Sean Bayha to advance Webber to third,
moving him into scoring position. Webber then scored
the tying run off of a ground out to the second baseman
to later end the inning 2-2.

•

The offensive success of the Loggers continued into the
seventh inning where runners advanced once again off of
solid hits. Shortstop Shaun Kiriu was put on base after
being hit by a pitch. Outfielder Chris Dunbar's double
down the nght field line advanced Kiriu to third. With
a man in scoring position, Outfielder Brent Weidienbach
hit a sacrifice fly out to centerfield which brought in Kiriu
and gave UPS the lead. In Thompson's nine innings of
work, he gave up only seven hits and no errand runs.
The Loggers, with Evan Scandling on the mound, carried the momentum from the first game into the second
game by scoring three runs in the first inning. With two
men on, Webber hit a single to bring in Dunbar and ad-v.
vance Weidienbach to third. Weidienbach came home off
of a passed ball. Weber scored the final run of the inning,
making it 3-0, when Joe Newland singled to center.
With Scandling pitching, PLU went three up three down
in the top of the second. The Loggers' success continued
in the bottom of the second with a homerun by Weidenbach, giving UPS a 4-0 lead. The Lutes then scored their
first run of the game in the third inning, making it a 4-1
game.
Third baseman Pete Marcek scored for the Loggers
in the bottom of the fourth when Messerli hit a fielders
choice to short stop. The fast paced game continued as
Scandling only faced four batters in the top of the fifth
and UPS was scoreless in the bottom.
The Loggers were on fire in the sixth inning, scoring
three runs off of three hits. With two men on, Bayha dou•

SEE BASEBALL PAGE 19

Women's lacrosse wins shootout in home opener vs. Oberlin College
Logger squad led by strong senior play of Sabochik, Cuno and Downey
By Joe Engler

jengler@ups.edu
Sports Writer
The UPS women's lacrosse team garnered their first win of the season in their
home opener on Mar. 26, defeating the
Oberlin Yeowomen 17-12. The
game, played on
East Field, was
a Division III
non-conference
match-up.
The Loggers
and Yeowomen
faced each other
last season during Spring break,
with the Loggers
coming out on
top. They wanted to duplicate
those results, this
Molly Downey races time in front of
downfield against Ober- their own fans.
Head coach Beth
lin.
Bricker knew that
overconfidence
from last year's win could not be an issue.
"I assured the team that we take nothing for granted as every team changes,"
Bncker said. "In order to win, we respect
players from other teams no matter how
good or bad they seem."

Oberlin struck first as freshman Dana
Rich scored to put the Yeowomen up 1-0.
The Loggers retaliated in a hurry, scoring
the next four goals, only to see Oberlin put
up four more goals of their own. The ease
of scoring caused UPS to become complacent, which allowed Oberlin to get back
into the game before the end of the first
half. At the break, neither team looked to
succumb, with Oberlin barely leading 8-7.
Bricker used halftime to go over players' jobs and to remind the team of a series
of very productive practices they had days
prior to the game.
"At halftime, we went over some very
specific things for both defense and attack," Bricker said. "The team came together well in the second half."
The second half was all Loggers. The
UPS women crushed Oberlin 10-4 in the
second period and senior Carrie Sabochik
lead the way with four goals of her own.
"I think that after being down by a goal at
half time, we all realized that we needed to
step our game up," Sabochik said. "There
was definitely a moment for our whole
team where we just said to ourselves 'we
are not losing this game,' and we went out
and played all out in the second half."
Sabochik praised her teammates for her
own performance, citing the team's ability
to work the ball up the field. The attack
was able to turn it on, especially in the second half, and Sabochik was there to take

ASUPS PHOTOSERCIES/PAUL WICKS

Logger midfielder Mo McDonald corrals a deep pass and sprints out for a breakaway on Mar.
26 in a match against Oberlin. Forwards Carrie Sabochik, who notched four goals, and Kate
Cuno, who notched three, chase after MacDonald. The Loggers defeated the Yeowoman 17-12 1
SEE LACROSSE PAGE 1—R in the match. UPS moved to 1-7 on the year.

Bracketology: tournament of upsets brings out the Patriot in all of us
cocky bastard, and for a damn
good reason. I intended to write
wholden@ups.edu
this article about bracketology,
Assistant Sports Editor
with myself, an individual that
picked seven out of the eight
When I set out to write this Elite Eight squads, as Exhibit
article, I was feeling like a real A. This was until all but one of
my Final Four selections failed
to advance. So in this last week
of the magnificent Mar. month
of mayhem, I find my bracket
maimed much like the rest of
the world whose minds have
been blown at the rise of George
Mason and others like them to
the main stage of yet another
month of madness.
After last season's NCAA
tournament, which saw a slew
of last second nail biters and
the unlikely advance of teams
like West Virginia, NC State and
Wisconsin Milwaukee into the
Sweet 16, I felt as though I had
witnessed the greatest month in
the history of sports.
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES
But let's be honest. The two
teams that met in the National
George Mason guard Tony Skinn
Championships, Illinois and
elevates over a Witchita State
North Carolina, were both
defender.
number one seeds, and they

By Will Holden

both dominated the tournament.
However, it was not until this
season, as I sat and watched
every single heavily favored
team, including all four number
one seeds, not advance past the
Elite Eight that I realized just
how much more amazing this
Mar. has been in comparison to
last season's.
This was also the year that I
finally realized why so many
people shun the profession I find
myself pursuing in sports writing. Whoever coined the phrase,
"that's why they play the game"
is probably wearing it out this
season.
All of this hit me while I sat
in disbelief watching George
Mason down an unstoppable UConn team not once, but
twice. The first victory was denied to them by a desperation
circus shot that teetered on the
rim before dropping from Denham Brown, which sent the
game to overtime. At this point,
the experts came out again, and
among them were Billy Packard
and Dick Vitale, who believed

that the Patriots had little chance
to deny the powerful Huskies
over another period of play.
However, once more, the Patriots proved to doubtem,whom
the powerful team really was,
dominating the five minute bonus round, and denying what
would have been a game-winning three, again from Brown,
as time expired.
George Mason continuously
defied the odds stacked against
them by those of my desired
profession, many of whom
would have denied the team the
right to be in the tournament
in the first place, claiming that
a small-school team from the
Colonial Athletic Conference,
a team that was not able to win
their own conference championship, and could not even finish
as runner up, did not deserve
an at-large bid to the hallowed
floors of Mar.
At first I was disappointed in
the Patriot's victory over the
Huskies, because it denied me
the possibility of picking a National Champion in my bracket

o cou
LSU forward Tyrus Thomas celebrates after dunking against Duke
in the Sweet Sixteen.

with both UConn and Memphis
gone, and I sat around in a pout- 4
mg fit that rivalled those of my
little sister until I heard a postgame news conference with Patriot head coach Jim Larranaga.
SEE MADNESS PAGE 18

